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SUMMARY

G.A. Bartholomew

1.1 Nuclear Physics Research

MP Tandem Operation

Extensive shutdowns of the accelerator were

required to cope with cooling water leaks in a beam

line switching magnet.

Experiments running 1135 hours 50.8%

Scheduled shutdowns 573 hours 25.7%

Unscheduled shutdowns 524 hours 23.5%
2232 hours 100.0%

Eleven experiments were performed involving

CRNL and 3 visiting scientists. The visiting scientists

were involved in experiments occupying 30% of the beam

time and their participation averaged 44%.

The on-line isotope separator is now essentially

fully assembled. Work continues on ion-source development

for the facility.

Research Activities

14
Work has continued to develop a method for C

dating that uses the MP Tandem and the QD3 spectrometer.

Generating voltmeter instabilities have been a limitation.

In collaboration with scientists from University

of Washington, Seattle and California Institute of Technology,

determxnations have been made by y-ray circular polarization
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of an upper limit for parity mixing in two spin 1/2

levels of opposite parity separated by 7.6 keV near
21

2.8 MeV in Ne. The measurement provides aew insight

on the importance of neutral weak currents in the nucleon-

nucleon interaction.

Measurements were carried out with the purpose

of establishing whether a certain resonance in the

C +16O system is the result of an a-like cluster structure

in the compound system or a collective double-resonance

mechanism, the two possibilities appearing most likely for

theoretical reasons. The results indicate neither is

dominant and other mechanisms are sought.

A study of y-ray transitions following heavy-

ion-induced reactions indicates a striking difference in

the high-spin states of 158EJ- an(j 160gr> Whereas states

up to spin 32+ have been determined in l^Er, the highest

observed in 160Er is 24+.

Several experiments using the enhanced transient

fields induced by passage of energetic heavy ions in iron

have been carried out. In one the precise dependence on

ion velocity was investigated. In others the effect was

used to get magnetic moments (g-factors) of excited states

in 203TS., 2O5TS, and 174Yb.

In coincidence experiments with the new clean-

beam neutron capture y-ray facility several -y-ray

cascade transitions have been identified following thermal
90neutron capture in Zr. The data is still not complete

enough to permit a reliable cross-section determination.

Significant improvements have been made to the

resolution of the multiwire fission counter used for

photofission measurements.
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1.2 Accelerator and Applied Physics

Research Applications

An output of 3.5x10 neutrons per second

has been achieved on the Fast Intense Neutron Source.

Output is limited by power dissipation problems in the

target.

The heavy ion cyclotron modelling program

included the following developments:

- The superconducting magnet has been completely

assembled for preliminary field mapping.

- The coil cans have been over half-filled with liquid

helium and have shown the boil-off rate to be

equivalent to approximately 7 watts heat leak.

- The magnet power supply has been tested at full

current and full voltage.

- The field measuring apparatus has been installed

and tested. The cyclotron/MP tandem computer-aided

control system is being used for the cyclotron

field-mapping program.

- The 100 kW rf amplifier has been installed and

commissioned and operated at ^25 kW into the

accelerating structure.

- The structure has been operated over the desired

frequency range and has a better Q than expected.

- Refined beam transport calculations have established

that a second high-energy buncher will not be required to

accommodate the large second-order corrections

inherent in the system.
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Nuclear Power Applications

a) Ion Source and Injector Test Experiments

Development is continuing on high current

multiple-aperture d.c. ion sources; good stability is

achieved with beam currents up to 320 roA, unanalysed.

An injector test facility is being designed to

study very high current ion beam extraction and high

voltage accelerating column performance.

b) High Current Test Facility

A modified electrode structure has been

installed in the high voltage column. Commissioning

of the Alvarez accelerator is proceeding.

c) Electron Test Accelerator

Beam currents up to 8 mA were accelerated

through both structures early in the period. Measure-

ments were made of the power balance between the

forward power and beam power in the 6=1 structure and

the change in the impedance match of this structure

was measured as the current increased. It has been

shown that rotation of alternate segments of the pancake-

coupled structure does not change the ir/2-mode frequency

but radically changes the coupling cell frequency. This

discovery may eliminate tedious machining of the

coupling cells during tank tuning. The copper segment

of this structure has been machined and is ready for

brazing.

d) Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

The analysis of the neutron leakage data

has been refined to improve the interpolation procedures

for numerical integration. The first irradiation of a
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19-element thorium target in the direct conversion

experiment has been made. The relative efficiency

curve of the Ge(Li) y-ray detector has been measured
57 54

using calibrated Co and Mn sources. The threshold-

foil technique for neutron spectrum determinations has

been found unuseable for thin targets; its value for

thick target spectra is being investigated. Prompt

cascade calculations have been completed and evaporation-

fission competition calculations are underway.

e) Fusion Hybrid Reactor Blanket Studies

A study of graphite-thorium metal blanket

assemblies by neutron-activation analysis has been

undertaken in a collaborative program proposed by

scientists at Universite du Quebec, Institut National

de la Recherche Scientifique.

1.3 Solid State Physics

Neutron-scattering investigations of the structure

and dynamics of molecular crystals have continued with

measurements of the static structure factor of liquid CBr.

and of phonon frequencies in a single crystal of ND,.

Measurements of the temperature dependence of

the neutron-scattering response in an aluminum single crystal

disagree with recent computer-simulation calculations.

Studies of the temperature dependence of the

neutron scattering from liquid He suggest that, in the

superfluid phase at finite temperatures, the scattering

spectrum can be described as the sum of two components: a

"superfluid" component with a shape characteristic of that

at T = 0 with a weight p /p and a "normal-fluid" component with a
A

shape characteristic of that for nonsuperfluid He and a weight
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p /p where p and p are the contributions to the total

density of p of the "superfluid" and "normal" components

of liquid helium in its superfluid phase.

Studies of the magnetic response in the neutron

scattering from uranium nitride are continuing in an effort

to establish the precise nature of the very unusual response

shown by this material. Experiments have been started to

study electronic transitions in mixed valence systems and

initial results confirm that at low temperatures the 4f

electron is essentially localized but suggest that the

picture is more complicated at higher temperatures.

} ositron-annihilation experiments are underway

to study vacancy formation in type 316 stainless steel, a

leading candidate for the material for a fusion-reactor

first wall- Preliminary results indicate that the vacancy-

formation energy is similar to that in y-phase iron.

A summer school on neutron scattering from condensed

matter was held at CHNL and attracted 36 participants from

across Canada.

1.4 Detectors

The usefulness of contactless photoconductivity

measurements for characterizing CdTe detectors is being

investigated. While the results indicate that this technique

is not useful for identifying impurity levels, it is sensitive

to surface preparation and possible applications of this

sensitivity are being studied. Significant progress is being

made in tracking down the origin of trace impurities in the

starting materials for CdTe crystal growth and in reducing

the number of voids and the amount of oxygen in the finished

product.
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1.5 Applied Mathematics and Computation

Work continued (with Electronic Systems Branch)

on a program to simulate multi-processor, multi-disc

systems to study disc servicing characteristics. The program

can now simulate a system which permits overlap of data

transfer to or from one disc and head positioning operations

on other discs.

An analysis of data on Zircaloy-4 was carried out

to determine parameters for a model of recrystallization

kinetics.

Continuing work on techniques for solving sets of

differential equations included the development of an

efficient program for integrating the kinetics equations

describing the radiolysis of water and air. The method

developed shows promise of requiring an order of magnitude

less computer time for some types of integration.

Miscellaneous programs and subroutines developed

or modified during the quarter included:

- programs to maintain a file of document references

for the REDNET project

- programs to assist Finance Division in the conversion

of account codes to tJie new AECL system

- revised and improved programs for collecting and

reporting job and system statistics.

Operating system work included check-out of a

new version of the language QUERY UPDATE and the acquisition

of a compiler (as opposed to interpreter) version of the

SNOBOL programming language. Work continued on the development

of a "device-independent" graphical file system, with

translaters from the device independent file written for

Calcomp plotters and Tektronix and Computek displays.
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Computer usage during the quarter was as follows:

Percentage of Percentage of
Number of Jobs Total Utilization

Commercial Products
Heavy Water Projects
Power Projects
Whiteshell

CRKL:

Computing Centre
Contracts
Tech. Inf. & Univ. Relations
Office of Vice-President
Biology and Health Physics
Chemistry and Materials
Physic-
Electronics, Instrument

and Control
Advanced Projects and
Reactor Physics

Fuels and Materials
Administration
Medical
Finance
Operations
Maintenance & Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Others

0
1

15
2

33
1
2,
0
1.
2.
5.
f\
U i

10.

11.
0.
0.
1.
4.
0.
0.
0.
3.
0.

.25

.34

.54

.70

.25

.07

.87

.59

.43
e c

.32

91
,91
18
45
22
01
08
80
42
15

0
0.

23.
12.

16.
0.
0.
0
1.
8.
8.
ft
u •

8.

9.
0.
0.
0.
3.
0
0.
1.
2.
0.

,52
,46
.98

61
77
52

10
83
65
^ Q

73

94
32
01
44
29

03
33
25
02
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Nuclear Physics Branch

J.C.D. Milton
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9 "\ fl
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141
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2.1 Staff

Branch Head: J.C.D. Milton

Professional Staff

SECTION I

J.C.D. Milton
T.K.
G.C.
W.G.
A.J.
J.S.

B.
J.C.

0.
D.

A.B.
J.F.

D.

Alexander
Ball
Davies
Ferguson
Forster
Haas (1)
Hardy
Hausser
Horn (2)
McDonald
Sharpey-Schafer (3)
Ward

Technical Staff

Accelerator Group

J.S.
N.C.
R.L.
L.H.
J.L.
J.J.
R.E.

A.S-C.
K.T.

J.P.D.
A.R.
F.J.
R.A.
E.C.
D.J.

Barsczewski
Bray
Brown
Bucholtz
Gallant
Hill
Howard
Hyde
McKee
0'Dacre
Rutledge
Sharp
Surette
Wai to
Yaraskavitch

SECTION II Beta Ray Group

R.L. Graham
AndrewsH.R.

J.S. Geiger

W.L. Perry
L.V. Smith
R.B. Walker

SECTION III Radioisotope Standardization Group

J.S. Merritt F.H. Gibson

Students and Visitors

R.J. Bauer (4)
C.P. Burgess(5)
E.T.H. Clifford(6)

Delaney (7)
Gammie(8)

M.L.
K.B.
J.C.L. Harris(9)

V. Koslowsky(6)
D.C. Martin(lO)
f. nestled!?
R.E. Warner(12)
W.M. Zaleski(13)

Laboratory Services and Workshop

G.M. Boire
M. Desrochers

Secretarial Staff

J.R.H. Bowes
R.J. Elliott(14)
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(1) Attached staff from Centre de Recherches Nucleaires,
7037 Strasbourg, France

(2) Postdoctoral Fellow

(3) Summer visitor from Oliver Lodge Laboratory, Liverpool,
U.K.; arrived 23 June

(4) Student attached from the University of Toronto; arrived

(5) Student from University of Waterloo; left 14 April

(6) Graduate student attached from the University of Toronto

(7) Summer student from the University of Toronto;
arrived 3 May

(8) Student from the University of Waterloo; arrived 1 May

(9) Student from the University of Waterloo; arrived 23 May

(10) Visiting student from Oberlin College; arrived 13 June

(11) Visiting student from Oberlin College; arrived 6 June

(12) Visiting professor from Oberlin College; arrived 5 June

(13) Summer student from the University of Saskatchewan;
arrived 8 May

(14) Transferred from Purchasing Branch; arrived 16 May
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2.2 Radioisotope Dating With the MP Tandem Accelerator

H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, J.C.D. Milton with
Y. Imahori and N. Burn (NRX Operations Branch) and R.M. Brown
(Environmental Research Branch)

Work has continued on the development of a system

for •*• C dating using the MP Tandem accelerator and the QD3

spectrometer (PR-P-117: 2.7, AECL-6177). A control system

has been constructed that automatically cycles the apparatus

between ~ C counting in the focal plane counter of the
12spectrometer and C beam current integration in a Faraday

cup at the high energy end of the accelerator. The latter

monitors both the C output of the source and the trans-

mission through the accelerator and provides a normalization
14for the intercomparison of C yields from sputter targets

made from various samples. Additional improvements made were

provisions for encoding the level of terminal modulation and

the time of each event as part of the related address data.

The new system worked well but the measurements were

again plagued by generating voltmeter (GVM) instabilities.

These became so gross early in the experiment that repairs to

the GVM were necessary. The bearings were found to be badly

worn. They were replaced and a carbon brush was fitted to

ground the rotor. After these modifications the operation

was extremely stable (slow fluctuations ^ 1 kV at 8 MV)

for about a day but then deterioration set in again. At

the end of the experiment it was found, upon disassembly,

that grease from the bearings had migrated to the area under

the uarbon brush.

Several samples had been loaded that had been dated

by conventional counting techniques as well as several

artificial samples made by quantitative dilution of atmos-

pheric CO, by dry ice CO.. Unfortunately the GVM problems
14 19

led to large fluctuations of the C/ C ratio; for example
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the relative standard deviation of 5 measurements on the

standard NBS oxalic acid con° was 29% and the ratio of high-

est to lowest value was 2.3. Such instabilities made highly

accurate determinations of ages difficult although qualitat-

ively useful results could be obtained. For example two

determinations of a well water carbonate sample gave values

of 25 550 ± 1 490 and 23 1?.O ± 1 075 with a mean of 24 336 ±

920 (statistical errors only) in reasonable agreement with

the radiometric value of 23 460 ± 420 years.

It is hoped to improve the stability of the GVM by

the installation of higher quality bearings and tests will

be made on the possibility of using time of flight through

the accelerator as a means of monitoring and/or stabilizing

the terminal voltage.

2.3 An Upper Limit on Parity Mixing in Ne

A. 3. McDonald with E.D. Earle (Neutron & Solid State Physics
Branch), K.A. Snover, R. von Lintig, E.G. Adelberger, H.E.
Swanson and T.A. Trainor, University of Washington, Seattle
and C.A. Barnes, California Institute of Technology

The circular polarization of y-rays from the

2.789 •* 0.0 MeV transition in Ne is expected to be a

particularly sensitive measure of parity mixing oetween the

2.789 MeV, J77 = h~ and 2.796 MeV, J17 = %+ levels. The close

proximity of the levels (AE = 7.6 + 0.7 keV) and the strong

retardation of the 2.789 -»• 0.0 MeV El transition (= 7 x 10~

W.U.) result in a circular polarization C.P. (2.789) =

9,5 x 10~2 eV-11 <3s+ |HPNC | %~> | . We have determined an upper

limit for this circular polarization (C.P. = (-9 ± 51) x 10~ )

in a measurement performed with the Univ. of Washington tandem

accelerator. The 2.789 MeV level was preferentially populated

by the 21Ne(p,p')21Ne reaction at 4.08 MeV (PR-P-116:2.5)

and the circular polarization was measured by a pair of

polarimeters with analyzing power ri = (3.41 ± 0.10) x 10

(C.A. Barnes et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 4_0 (1978) 840) which

were modified to use 7.5 cm x 7.5 cm Nal (TS.) detectors.

A 4.8 mm long gas target containing 1.25 atmospheres of Ne
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gas was bombarded by a total integrated beam current of 5.0

coulombs.

The upper limit obtained for the parity-non-conserving

PNC) matrix element |<^+|HPNC|h~>| = 0.009 ± 0.054 eV is

substantially smaller than ths matrix element measured for

a similar J = h doublet in 1 9F: <h+IHPNC|h~> = 0.9 ± 0.45 eV

(E.G. Adelberger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 3± (1975) 402).

Calculations of parity mixing in Ne are not yet

complete. However, D.J. Millner (private communication) has

made a preliminary prediction of <|H |> = 0.13 eV using

shell model wavefunctions with an SU(3) basis and an effective

one-body PNC potential based on the Cabibbo model for charged

weak currents. R.A. Brandenburg, B.H.J. McKellar and

I. Morrison (to be published) have used two-body PNC matrix

elements determined for p and n exchange in the factoriz-

ation approximation with various shell model wavefunctions

to calculate Cabibbo model PNC matrix elements ranging

from 0.02 to 0.19 eV. In all of these calculations, a

strong (fVf^ > 10) neutral current enhancement would lead

to values of <|H |> at least a factor of 2 larger than our

present upper limit.

When the nuclear structure calculations are complete,

the experimental and theoretical results for parity mixing
19 18 2\

in F, F and Ne can be combined to yield the isoscalar

and isovector components of the PNC nucleon-nucleon inter-

action for comparison with the rapidly evolving theories

of charged and neutral weak currents.

2.4 12C(16O,12C)16O* Excitation Function in the Vicinity of
the E C M = 12.8 MeV Resonance

G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, B. Haas with P. Taras and G.R. Rao
(University de Montreal)

A resonance (r.-,M = 145 ± 20 keV) had previously been

reported at 12.80 MeV in the 12C + 16O system in the n,d, a
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and possibly p exit channels (P. Taras et al. Phys. Rev.

C15, 834 (1977)). Furthermore a yield enchancement at 12.86

MeV in the elastic channel was also associated with the

same resonance since interference effects could cause a

slight shift of the resonance energy.

One possible explanation for the presence of reson-

ances in heavy ion reactions is that the resonance corres-

ponds to a state having an a-like cluster structure (G.J.

Michaud and E.W. Vogt, Phys. Rev. C5_, 350 (1972). If the

present resonance had such a structure, then one would

expect the 0+, 6.050 MeV state in 60 to resonate strongly

at 12.8 MeV via an a-particle exchange mechanism, since

this state is believed to have a 4p-4h structure. On the

other hand, another possible explanation is a double resonance

mechanism (B. Imahishi, Nucl. Phys. A125, 33 (1969) Y. Abe,

preprints) based on a strong coupling to the collective

3~, 6.13 MeV state in 0. In that case one would expect

that state to resonate. The purpose of the present experi-

ment was therefore to find out which of these two excited

states in 0 resonate at E C M =12.8 MeV to clarify the

reaction mechanism for producing resonances in light heavy-

ion-induced reactions.

The experiment was performed with an 0 beam and

the QD3 magnetic spectrometer. Self-supporting 10 vig/cm

thick C targets were used. The recoiling C ions were

detected with a gas proportional heavy ion counter

(PR-P-108; 2.16, AECL-5315) positioned at e l a b = 14.5°. The

spectra were measured at 29.5, 29.75, 29.825, 30.0, 30.125

and 30.25 MeV. The energy resolution of 50 keV (FWHM - full/

width at half maximum) allowed us to analyze the two peaks

without any difficulty. It turned out that neither state

resonates either at 12.8 MeV or at the energy of the

enhanced yield of the elastic channel. During the same

experiment, we also measured, with a Si surface barrier

detector, the yield of the a particles leading to the
24lowest seven states in Mg. This exit channel strongly

resonates at E™. = 12.8 MeV.
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The present result, where neither the Ip-lh, 3

6.13 MeV state nor the 4p-4h, 0 6.05 MeV state resonates,

is unexpected on the basis of our present theoretical under-

standing of intermediate structure resonances in these

heavy-ion reactions. In the first case, it appears to rule

out the double resonance mechanism while in the second case

it indicates that the resonance does not have an a-like

cluster structure. A new resonance mechanism will have to

be invoked to explain this particular resonance.

2.5 High Velocity DSAM*Lifetime Measurement of the 1.982 MeV,
i in lp 1 O

2 Level in O by means of the H ( O,H) 0 Reaction
J.S. Forster, T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies
and I.V. Mitchell (Solid State Science Branch)

The present measurement complements our recent measure-

ments of the lifetime of the 1.982 MeV level in 8O through

the 4He(18O,4He)18O reaction (PR-P-117: 2.5, AECL 6177) in

which initial recoil velocities of 4.5% v/c were obtained.

The recoiling nuclei produced in the present experiment had

an initial velocity ^ 7% v/c and were produced in the

H(18O,H)18O reaction.
o

A target of 200 ug/cm of hydrided erbium on a 25 ym
1 8

thick silver backing was bombarded with 47.3 MeV 0 ions;

this bombarding energy was chosen as the cross section for

exciting the 1.982 MeV level peaks at this value. A proton

counter telescope, situated at 0° to the beam, observed

scattered particles from 0° to 23°. Events for which gamma

rays detected at 0° to the beam were in coincidence with

inelastically scattered protons were recorded on magnetic

tape. The experimental and analysis techniques have been

described previously (PR-P-115: 2.10, A"*CL 5965).

In analyzing the Doppler-broadened lineshape of the

1.982 MeV gamma ray we were unable to obtair a good fit to

the experimental data unless we assumed an anomalously low

density for the erbium hydride layer. Because of the high

*doppler shift attenuation method
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temperature involved in hydriding the erbium on the Ag

backing we have studied the target by He backscattering and

we have also looked for contaminants such as carbon and

oxygen with low energy (d,p) measurements. The results in-

dicate that the erbium layer is highly oxidized and that the

silver and erbium had interdiffused during the hydriding

process.

The lineshape analysis, taking this modification of

the target layer into account, is in progress.

22
2.6 Corrections to DSAM Measurements of Short Lifetimes in ' We

T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies
and I.v. Mitchell (Solid State Science Branch)

In PR-P-116: 2.2 (AECL-6083) we reported lifetimes
22

for several levels above 4 MeV in Ne (Table 2.2.1). In

the analysis of these data, the solid angle subtended by

the gamma-ray detector was taken into account in an approxi-

mate way. We have since measured the relative efficiency of

the detector as a function of the angle of incidence and

energy of the gamma rays, in the geometry used for the DSAM

measurements with collimated sources. The collimator was a

lead block which had a 14 cm long circular hole, 5 mm in

diameter. This was placed on a rotatable mount with the exit

of the collimator centred on the target location. The

relative efficiency of the detector as a function of the angle

of the collimator was then measured for 898 and 1836 keV

gamma rays from an V source and for 1369 and 2754 keV
24gamma rays from a Na source.

The effect of the solid angle of the detector on the

Doppler-broadened lineshape can be calculated from these

measurements. This more exact treatment does not affect

the analysis of long lifetimes but has a significant effect

on the short lifetimes, especially lifetimes less than 20 fs.
22

Table 2.6.1 gives the revised values of the lifetimes in Ne.
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The last column gives the previous results. It is clear

that the sensitivity is poor for lifetimes less than 20 fs.

Ex(MeV)

1.27

3.36

4.46

5.15

5.52

5.64

6.31

6.34

6.64

6.82

Table 2 . 6 . 1

Life t imes of Levels in

J

2 +

4 +

2 +

2"

4 +

3 +

6 +

3+ , 4+

2 +
( 3 +

2 +

T(fs) New

5150 + 310

324 + 9

<15

1300 + 500

27 + 4

<20

70 ± 10

<15

<20

<15

22Ne

T(fa

5150

31:4

15

1300

32

17

78

15

) Old

± 310

± 9

± 3

± 500

± 4

± 3

±;9

± 3

<17

<13

2.7 Material Dependence of Z^-Oscillations in Heavy-Ion
Stopping Powers

D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, with I.V. Mitchell and W. Lennard
(Solid State Science Branch)

Analysis of our heavy ion stopping power results

obtained by time of flight methods (PR-CMa-44: 1.2.3,

AECL-6179) has reached a point where we can consider

differences in behaviour of the Z^-oscillations for the

materials studied. This set of results comprises stopping

powers for all ions 6 <_ Z <_ 20 in each of five materials:

carbon, aluminum, nickel, silver, and gold, adjusted to
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velocities of 0.18 and 0.22 cm-ns"1. The relative uncertainty

within the group of projectiles for a given material 5s expected

to be "-• 2%; however the absolute uncertainty is <v 5%.

Within our limited range for Z. we find that the

stopping power dependence on Z, at fixed velocity can be

accurately reproduced by the function:-

SfZ^ = CJZJP + C2sin(KZ1 + $)

where C^, C^, p, K, and <J> are fitting parameters that can

vary with v a:id Z^- The first term gives the average trend

of the data in a form suggested by the Lindhard, Scharff and

SchigJtt (LSS) theory. The second term describes the

oscillatory behaviour of the stopping power versus Z,. We

would not expect this empirical function to apply over a wide

range of Z^ since the oscillations presumably reflect electron

density distributions and do not have a constant period.

(J.M. Poate, in Channeling, ed. D.V. Morgan (Wiley - Inter-

science, 197 3) Chapter IV.)

We find surprisingly little covariance between the

parameters. The entire data set is consistent with the

periodicity K = 0.599 + .012 corresponding to 10.5 in units

of Z,. The analysis is summarized below.

Table 2.7.1

Parameters describing the Z,-oscillation

at V = 0.18 cm-ns ±

Stopping
Material

Carbon

Aluminum

Nickel

Silver

Gold

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Exponent
P

710 ±

688 ±

645 ±

71 + .

59 + .

.016

.015

.011

,03

,025

Amplitude
of oscillation

17 (2)%

16 (2)%

7 (2)%

16 (?>£

20 (2)%

First null
in Z,
<*>/*

9.1 (.3)

9.3 (.3)

10.2 (.3)

9.9 (.3)

9.9 (.3)

tC2/S(Z^) for Z, given in the last column.



First
in

8.7

9 .3

10.6

9.9

9 .8

null

h

(.3)

(.3)

(.3)

(.3)

(.3)
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Table 2.7.2

Parameters describing the Z^-oscillation

at V = 0.22 cm.ns-1

Stopping Exponent Amplitude
Material p of oscillation

Carbon 0.632 + .017 12 (2)%

Aluminum 0.562 ± .020 10 (2)%

Nickel 0.645 ± .017 7 (2)%

Silver 0.665 ± .015 12 (2)%

Gold 0.62 ± .03 19 (2)%

Several new and interesting features have emerged:-

1) The magnitude of the oscillation is strongly material

dependent, being strongest in gold and weakest in nickel.

2) The velocity dependence of the oscillation is strongly

material dependent. In nickel and gold the amplitude does

not change between 0.18 and 0.22 cm-ns" whereas in carbon

the amplitude decreases by one third.

3) Within the experimental uncertainty, the phase of the

oscillation does not change with velocity,' however, there are

clear differences according to the material. Between carbon

and gold stopping materials the phase of the Z. oscillation

moves by about 1 unit in Z^.

In many respects these characteristics are similar

to those noted by Alexander et al. (T.K. Alexander,

J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and K.B. Winterbon,

Phys. Lett. 74B, 183 (1978)) in a survey of DSAM lifetimes,

positron lifetimes and plasmon frequency systematics, all

sensitive to "target" electron densities.
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These marked differences are clearly a challenge to

any universal description of stopping powers, especially those

that assume the separability of Zj- and Z_- dependent effects.
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2.8 High Spin Yrast States in 160Er, 164Yb and 166Yb

B. Haas, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, O. Hausser, D. Horn with
M. Maynard and P. Skensved (Queen's University)

We have made a detailed study of the reaction
152Sm(13C,5n)160Er between 74 and 82 MeV using standard

gairana-ray spectroscopic techniques. This nucleus is of
158

interest since the neighbouring nucleus Er, in addition

to the first backbend at I % 14, shows a second discontinuity

at I a, 28 in its level sequence (Lee et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.

38 (1977) 1454). The present experimental conditions were

quite different from those of Lee et al. The gamma rays

emitted in the decay of Er were detected in two Ge(Li)

counters positioned at ± 90 with respect to the beam axis.

This angle and the low recoil velocity (v/c % 0.009) kept

Doppler broadening from slowing down in the target small.

The broadening from the acceptance angle of the Ge(Li)

detectors was reduced by placing both counters 8 cm from

the target. The beam tube necessary for stopping the beam

far away from the target made observation at 0 impossible.

Three new quadrupole transitions were observed

(Table 2.8.1); however, we found no evidence for other
13transitions. One might question whether the C projectiles

bring in enough angular momentum to populate very high spin

states. For that reason we studied the reaction

Sm( C,5n) Er under the same experimental conditions.

We clearly saw, even with one tenth the statistics of the

Er run, the transitions up to spin 26 and probably up

to 30+.

Two other nuclei ' Yfc>, in which backbends have

been seen previously, were also investigated. We used the
6/ Gd( C,5n) reactions at 82 MeV energy. The energies

of the newly observed transitions are given in Table

2.8.1.

New states have been identified in all three nuclei;

however, there is no evidence for second anomalies in their
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level sequences. Whereas in Er states of spin up to 32

have been determined, in Er the highest spin state ob-

served presently is 24 . This cut-off is not due to the

experimental conditions, but is believed to be due to a

different structure of the states at high angular momentum

in 160Er compared to those in 158Er.

Table 2.8.1

Properties of Observed High Spin States

Nucleus

1 6 0Er

1 6 4Yb

1 6 6 Y b

J.1T a)

18+

22+

20+

20+

22+

24+

24+

• 26+

22+

Energy

640

722

794

780

846

667

a) Highest known spin, R.O. Sayer et al. AtOir.'c Data and Nucl. Data

Tables 15 (1975) 86.

b) Spin from the present work.

c) Energy (keV) of the transitions observed in the present work.

2.9 High Spin Isomers in Dy and Gd Isotopes

B. Haas, 0. Hausser, T.K. Alexander, H.R. Andrews, D. Horn,
D. Ward with T.L. Khoo, R. Sraither (Argonne National Labora-
tory) and M. Maynard (Queen's University)

Standard gamma-ray spectroscopic techniques have been

used to continue our study of yrast traps near N=82. We

have measured the lifetimes of the high spin isomers

previously reported (PR-P-116: 2.10, AECL-6083). In order

to establish the decay pattern of the isomers, as well as
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the exact mass number of the nuclei to which they belong, we

performed gamma-gamma coincidences with two Ge(Li) detectors for

the delayed transitions. We used a 125-153 MeV S pulsed

beam to bombard targets of Sn. Delayed gamma-ray

angular distributions and gamma-gamma angular correlations

were also obtained. The former showed that lines deexciting

levels with lifetimes longer than it 10 ns are isotropic. An

interesting property observed for all the long-lived levels

we populated is the very strong feeding of the isomers.

For example in Dy, the 60 ns isomer is fed by ^ 84% of the
32total ( S,5n) cross section. Under such conditions, it is

very difficult to order the transitions by using arguments

based on gamma-ray intensities and to assign definite spins

to the isomers. Our present knowledge of isomers in

dysprosium isotopes, going from the closed shell N=82 to

N=86, is summarized in Table 2.9.1. In the case of Dy,

no level having a half-life longer than 5 ns has been

observed.

In order to see whether there are prompt transitions

feeding these isomers, we carried out a delayed-prompt gamma

coincidence experiment. In all the systems, we found "prompt11

152transitions deexciting very high spin states. In Dy

for example, a chain of eleven transitions populates the

10 ns isomer. If the spin of that isomer is 21, then the

angular momentum of the highest state (E =12.3 MeV) is

36, which is the highest spin state deexciting by discrete

gamma lines observed so far. The most remarkable property

of these transitions is the absence of Doppler broadening

indicating that the lifetimes of these highly excited states

are longer than a few picoseconds. This is exactly what is

expected when the single particle potential becomes axially

symmetric with respect to the spin direction. Within this

picture, the levels in the yrast region do not form rotational

bands but rather appear as individual parti-le states. Thus

the transition probabilities are essentially those of the

single particle model, not enhanced as in the collective
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model. For that reason, levels having measurable half-lives

may well occur.

We have also done a survey of the gadolinium isotopes
in order to identify yrast traps. Following bombardment of
120-124gn w i t h 1 3 5 M e V 28s i^ w e i d e n t i f i e d iSomers in 144Gd,

1 4 6" 1 4 8Gd. In 147Gd, an isomer at E -v- 7 MeV and ?-. - 500 ns
152 x

has been found. As in Dy, there are about 12 prompt

transitions feeding the long-lived state. Further analysis

is in progress. A plunger measurement is planned to determine

sub-nanosecond lifetimes.

Table 2 .9 .1

Proper t i e s of Observed Isomers in Dy Isotopes

Compound
System

152nDy

156,,
Dy

Multiplicity

5

4

8

9

11

9

12

Nucleus

148,,
Dy

15V
151

Dy

152,,Dy

152.
Dy

Energy
(MeV)

2.9

2.7

7.4

4.9

6.0

5.1

6.1

T^ Spin of
, "*. isomeric state
(ns)

>400

0.5sa)

29(3)

6(1)

12.6(5)

60(3)

9.6(9)

27/2~

^45/2

V37/2

M3/2

% 17

% 21

Value reported by A.M. Stefanini et al . Phys. Lett. Jj2B (1974) 405

Number of mutually coincident Y~rays deexciting the isomer
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2.10 Relaxation Times for Kigh-Spin Isomers with Z=61-66

C. Hausser, B. Haas, T.K. Alexander, H.R. Andrews,
D. Horn and D. Ward

In several nuclei with N=82-86, states with very high

spin have recently been identified using delayed y rays from

lower-lying isomers to tag fche prompt transitions between

the new states (see PR-P-118: 2.9, AECL-6216). Assigning

spins to the new states is made difficult by the fact that

heavy ion reactions populate mainly states above the isomers

and the delayed y-rays deexciting the isomers are generally

found to be isotropic, presumably because of paramagnetic

relaxation effects. The multipolarities of the delayed

Y rays can only be determined by either conversion electron

spectroscopy or by finding environments suitable for

maintaining the nuclear alignment.

We have followed the simpler second approach

and observed angular distributions of delayed y rays

originating from isomers with Z=61-66 and half-lives

between a few and a few hundred nanoseconds. The recoils

were implanted into Pb backings or into rare-earth hosts

at temperatures T=300 K-1400 K. For all recoils except

gadolinium the initial alignment was lost completely within

< 10 ns. These results cast some doubt on measurements of

anisotropies and g-factors for fissioning isomers using

Pb-hosts. The actinides show paramagnetism comparable to

the rare earths, and the very large static quadrupole

moments of the fissioning isomers should contribute to

further shorten the relaxation times.

The angular distribution coefficients a^ for typical

stretched E2 transitions deexciting gadolinium isomers are

shown in table 2.10.1. The expecially long relaxation time

for gadolinium recoils (T, = 120 ± 30ns) is probably related to

the fact that Gd has an S ground state as a result of the

half closed 4f electronic shell.
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Preliminary measurements of the g-factors for
144 146

' Gd isomers have been made. The results are as yet

incomplete, since the paramagnetic enhancement factor, 3,

must still be determined by observing the temperature

dependence of the Larmor precession frequency. However, it

is already apparent that both isomers have large positive

g-factors (the uncorrected values are: g( Gd,10+) = 1.10

0.02 and g(146Gd,7~) = 1.11 ± 0.02) which is indicative of

predominant proton excitations.

Table 2.10.1
Angular Distribution Coefficients for
Stretched E2 Transitions in Gd Isotopes

Nucleus

144Gd

146Gd

147Gd

148Gd

Ex
(MeV)

3.43

8.04

2.98

^7.5

2.69

10+

19 + 1

7"

47/2±l

9"

(ns)

145

4

7

500

18

0.10

0.23

0.20

0.03

0.22

a2

+

±

+

+

+

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.03

Host

Pb

Pb

Pb,Sm

Pb

Pb

one on?
2.11 g-Factors in U3'^JTJl Measured by the Enhanced

Transient Field Method
O. Hausser, B. Haas, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews

The g-factors of the first excited 5/2+ and 3/2+

states in ' TH have been determined following Coulomb
40excitation with 120 MeV Ca. The enhanced transient

field (ETF) for 11 in Fe was calibrated by using the known

g-factor of the 2 + state in 194Pt (g = 0.274 ± 0.025) as a

standard. The targets were 0.8-1 mg/cm thick followed

by annealed Fe which was thin enough for the recoils to pass
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into Pb backings. The Pb provided a perturbation-free

environment as shown by the y-ray angular distributions

measured with two Ge(Li) detectors in coincidence with

backscattered beam particles; the a, and a. coefficients

were in good agreement with those calculated from Coulomb

excitation theory. For the Pt calibration both 120 MeV

Ca and 190 MeV Br beams were used, with the Pt recoil

velocities ranging between 0.039 c and 0.012 c. The

precession data observed at 6 = ± 70 were consistent with

the ETF being proportional to the recoil velocity v, i.e.

B(v) = aRZv/v

where R = 1 + [Z/84] * is a relativistic factor, v is

the Bohr velocity, and the empirical constant a = 5.9 ±
•I C Q

0.7 T is similar to the a-values found for Tm recoils

in Pe (see PR-P-118:2.13; AECL-6116).

A previous experiment for Pt recoils in thick Pe (PR-P-117:

2.8; AECL-6177) yielded larger ETF's, indicating that the

effective static field, which tends to cancel the transient

field, was smaller than the accepted value probably because

of radiation damage.

The precession parameters E for the 5/2 -*• 3/2 and

the 3/2 + 1/2 transitions in TJl are shown in Table 1

together with extracted g-factors for 5/2+ and 3/2+ states.

The errors are mainly of statistical origin and include

uncertainties from the ETF calibration and - in the case of

the 3/2 states - errors arising from feeding via the higher-

lying 5/2+ states.

The T£ g-factors are compared in Table 2 with

calculations for free nucleons, for single proton hole

states in T« and for three-hole states in 205T£. In

spite of the relatively large errors, the Ti g-factors

corroborate the very large shifts arising from coupling to

the Pb (2 ) core-excited state. The agreement implies

that the small shift between g(205TJl, g.s?) and g (207TS, ,g. s . >

can be calculated with some confidence and that the
*ground state
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renormalization of the 3SL proton g-factor is reproduced

with an accuracy of ̂  10% by the theory of finite Fermi

systems (Bauer et al., Nucl. Phys. A209 (1973) 535} . Since

the mesonic contribution to the 3s, g-factor is almost
207 205

negligible, the T5, and T£ g-factors can be used as

bench-marks for calculations of core polarization effects

in the Pb region.

Table 2.11.1

Precession Measurements in TJl

Nucleus E., J. J, e(%) e
a) (%)
''corrected present previous

(keV) work work

It 415.7 5/2+ 3/2+ 2.10 + 0.60 2.10 4 0.60 0.89 + 0.26

203.7 3/2+ l/2+ -1.04 ± 0.33 -0.75 ± 0.33 0.01 ± 0.08

I 401.3 5/2+ 3/2+ 2.44 ± 1.00 2.44 + 1.00 1.03 ± 0.43 fc)

279.2 3/2+ l/2+ -1.01 ± 0.47 -0.74 ± 0.47 -0.01 + 0.11 { Q ' ^ + 0 0 6 b )

a) a correction for the effect of the external magnetic field on
incoming beam and scattered particles was applied

b) Karlsson et al.; Nucl. Phys. 61 (1965) 582

Table 2.11.2

Comparison of TJl g-Factors with Theory

J71 single par t ic le 2 0 7 M a ) 2O5T«.b> Experiment

l / 2 + 5.586 3.87 3.52 3.254c)

3/2 0.083 0.51 0.04 0.01 ± 0.08

5/2 1.917 1.68 0.88 0.89 + 0.26

a) Bauer et a l . Nucl. Phys. A209 (1973) 535

b) Zamick et a l . Nucl. Phys. A245 (1975) 365

c) Fuller, Physical and Chemical Reference Data j> (1976) 835
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2.12 Velocity Dependence of the Enhanced Transient Field

of Tm in Iron

D. Ward, 0. Haiusser, B. Haas, H.R. Andrews

In order to measure the velocity dependence of the

enhanced transient field (hitherto assumed linear) we

have measured integral spin rotations for states populated

by Coulomb excitation of Tm. Four incident energies of
40the Ca beam were chosen as detailed in Table 2.12.1.

The gamma-detectors were positioned at + 64°. In order to

keep the velocity spread in the iron foil to a minimum, a

thickness of 1.5 ing-cm" was used. The results were

analysed assuming the v-dependence of the field to be:-

B(v) = a£ Z ["Z/84J2-5J

where Z refers to the recoil.

As shown in Table 2.12.1, values for the parameter

"a" tend to decrease with increasing velocity. This could

mean that the field tends to saturate with increasing

velocity. However, it is also likely that the Lindhard-

Winther field (PR-P-115: 2.6; AECL-5966) which varies as

1/v, should be included, as was attempted in our earlier

analysis (ibid.) The present results are not good enough

to establish the relative sizes of these two components and

further measurements at very low recoil velocity in thick

iron are proposed.

Table 2.12.1

Incident 40Ca
Energy (MeV)

70

100

130

168

Mean recoil
velocity in 1.5 mg-

(iron foil (% of

1.7

2.1

2.5

2.95

cm"2

c)

Parameter
a (Tesla)

9.

8.

6.

5.

.5 ± 1^1

.1 + .9

,6 + .7

,4 + 1.2
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174
2.13 High Spin g-Factors in Yb Determined by the Enhanced

Transient Field Method

D. Ward, 0. Hausser, B. Haas, H.R. Andrews, N. Rud (Aarhus)
R.M. Diamond and F.S. Stephens (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories)

A beam of Kr ions at 356 MeV from the Berkeley

SuperHILAC has been used to bombard foils of Tm and Yb

on both thick and thin polarized iron foils. Integral

spin-rotations were determined for high spin states

populated in Coulomb excitation. Gamma rays were detected
o c

in coincidence with back-scattered Kr ions using the

annular gas-scintillation detector described in PR-P-117:

2.9; AECL-6177. Gamma-detectors were positioned at

9 = + 63 , in coincidence with Kr ions in the annulus

125° < 6 _< 160°. The iron foil was 5.57 ing-cm" , and the

recoils stopped in lead.
The Tm calibration data covered the same velocity

174range as the Yb data (initial velocity 6.5%c and mean

velocity in iron of 4.2%c). The data were analyzed

assuming a linear dependence on velocity over the range of

interest. From the rotational g-factors for Tm (cf

arguments in PR-P-115: 2.6, AECL-5966), the constant a in

the linear velocity formula (PR-P-118: 2.12; AECL-6716)

was found to be 5.0 ± I T at this high velocity.

When this calibration was used to fit the measured
174

Yb spin rotations (Table 1) with a constant g factor, the

best agreement was obtained with g = 0.32. The error from

the x curve is about 10% but this is masked by a 20%

statistical error associated with the Tm normalization.

Since most of the direct population in the Coulomb excitation

was to the 12+, 14+ and 16+ states we conclude that the

average g-factor of these high spin states is 0.32 ± 0.07

which is consistent with the 2+ value of 0.337 + .008

(V.S. Shirley, Tables of Nuclear Moments, Vol. 4, Hyperfine

Interactions in Excited Nuclei, Ed. G. Goldring and R. Kalish,

Gordon and Breach 1971).
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Table 2.13.1

174Measured and fitted spin rotations in Yb

following Coulomb excitation with Kr ions at 356 MeV.

The quantity e is defined as the fractional change

in the Y"ray intensity at the measured field

and zero field.

Transition

4

6

8

10

12

->• 2

-* 4

+ 6

-* 8

+ 10

Measured

-2.4 ±

-2,0 +

-2.4 +

-2.1 i

-1.0 +

.55

.43

.50

.63

.95

lOOe

Calculated
with g = 0.32

-2.38

-2.23

-2.12

-1.98

- 1.64

2.14 Correction to Transient Field Data Arising from the
Applied Polarizing Field ^

0. Hausser, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews and B. Haas

In typical transient field experiments very small

precessions of y-ray angular distributions have to be

detected. The data have generally to be corrected for

spurious effects arising from the bending of the incident

beam. When a particle-y correlation is observed, as in

Coulomb excitation where y rays are detected in coincidence

with backscattered particles, the additional bending effect

of the outgoing particles must also be considered. In

general this effect would be expected to compensate, at

least partially, for the bending of the incoming beam.

Although the problem appears straightforward, we

could find only one appropriate formulation (Goldring

et al., Nuol. Phys. 8£ (1966) 33) and no correct solution.

As pointed out by Goldring et al., the effective precession
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caused by the bending of the outgoing particles is

related to the corresponding change in the average recoil

angle, which they evaluated for a point counter situated

at 180°.

Rather than calculate the average change in the

recoil angle we have worked directly with the angular

distribution tensors a, describing the particle-y angular

correlation. Components of the tensors with ic >̂  1 begin

to contribute to the y-ray yields because cylindrical

symmetry is no longer valid. A computer program was

written to perform the necessary integrations taking the

measured geometry of the target detector system and the

spatial distribution of the applied polarizing field into

account.

The final correction has three separate origins:

i) changes in the solid angles of the y detectors caused by

a lateral displacement Ax of the beam spot, ii) changes

in the y-detection angles relative to the incident beam

because of bending of the incident beam and because of the

displacement Ax. iii) integration of the angular

distribution tensors without cylindrical symmetry.

Contribution iii) tends to cancel ii) and both of these

depend on the sign of the a_ for the y-ray angular

distribution of interest.

An example of the size of the relative contributions

in an experiment determining the transient field precession
194 +for Pt(2 ) recoils in thin Fe is given in Table 2.14.1.



Table 2.14.1

Transient field precessions and corrections Ae arising from the polarizing field B

Charge a) .
a} State *"• "'

Recoil Transition e (%) beam E B Ax , -*• •
at 6y.70° (MeV) ln Out

 ( ^
X (cm) i) ii) iii) total

196 + + 40
Pt 2 •* 0 5.3 ± 0.3 Ca 120 10 15 0.134 0.004 -0.074 -0.904 0.352 -0.626

a) yield ratio e - (Y(+) - Y(+))/(Y(+) + Y(+))

CO
Ln
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2.15 Results from the Monte Carlo Analysis of Perturbed Angular

Correlation Data for Cd Recoiling in He Gas

H.R. Andrews, R.L. Graham, J.S. Geiger, 0. Hausser and
J.R. Beene (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

The experimental data for the perturbations to the

nuclear alignment of Cd isomers recoiling in He gas

(PR-P-106: 2.4; AECL-5226) have been analyzed with the

Monte Carlo simulation program (PR-P-112: 2.9; AECL-5845)

and the parameterization of the recoil in vacuum reported

previously (PR-PN116: 2.13, AECL-6083). The assumption

used for interpreting the gas data was that between gis

collisions the system behaved as it would after emergence

from a solid surface into vacuum. In this simple picture

the only additional parameter needed to predict the gas

results from those in vacuum is a cross section for

collisions with the gas atoms. This was obtained by

fitting the 13.3 kPa (100 Torr) highest pressure data. The

correlation time found for this pressure was 2.3 ps; values

for the lower pressures were taken to be inversely propor-

tional to pressure. It was found that the 2.3, 23 and 92

ps correlation time data could be simultaneously fitted.

The fact that the lowest pressure results (T = 92 ps)

were successfully predicted supports the original simple

assumption that the ionic environment is similar following

collisions vrith a gas atom or emergence from the surface

of a solid.

2.16 The Superallowed Decay of Ar: A Persistent Anomaly

J.C. Hardy

An experiment to determine the branching ratio for

the 6-decay of Ar to states in Cl was performed at the

CERN on-line isotope separator (ISOLDE) in collaboration

with Hagberg, Hansen, Jonson, Mattsson and Tidemand-Petersson.
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The mass-separated Ar beam was collected on a

magnetic tape and moved periodically to a counting location,

at which the sample was surrounded by an aluminum annihilator.

By comparing the intensity of the g-delayed y.ray at

1219 keV with that of the annihilation radiation, we obtained

a branching ratio of 1.34 ± 0.08% for B-decay to the 1219 keV
35first excited state of Cl. In combination with previous

results this leads to the value (98.28 ± 0.06)% for the

(superallowed) transition to the Cl ground state.

This result does not resolve the apparent anomalousness

of the derived Cabibbo angle for this transition (Hardy and

Towner, Phys. Lett. 58B (1975) 261), which, taking account

of all relevant data, now stands at &v < 0.10 with a 95%

confidence level. The work has been written up for

publication.

2.17 Beta-Neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift
of Beta-Delayed Particles

E.T.H. Clifford, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid
State Physics Branch) R.E. Azuma and R.J. Bauer (University
of Toronto)

The new g-telescope has been completed. It incorp-

orates a 700 vim surface barrier AE detector and a 7.6 cm

dia. x 3.8 cm thick NE-102 E detector mounted on an RCA 4900

"3-inch" photomultiplier. Initial tests have been carried

out by observing monoenergetic electrons provided by the

7r/2~ 8-spectrometer; these indicate an energy resolution

of 7.4% (FWHM) for 2 MeV electrons, more than a factor of

two improvement over our first telescope (PR-P-117: 2.12;

AECL-6177). We are continuing these tests for a variety of

electron energies in order to determine the detailed

response function. The data are being accumulated through

the use of the PDP-10 data scanner.
20A modification to the skimmer chamber for the Na

experiment (PR-P-114: 2.8; AECL-5845) is well advanced in
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the design stage. These changes will incorporate three of

the new telescopes, and will allow for better control over

the source and detector geometry through the addition of

appropriate collimators.

2.18 The Mass of 130Cs

J.C. Hardy, G.C. Ball, E.T.H. Clifford, W.G. Davies,
J.S, Forster and H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid State Physics
Branch)

The electron-capture to positron-decay ratio (Pv/Pa+)
130is known precisely for the decay of Cs. To test the

theoretical calculation of PR/Pg+ it is necessary to obtain

an eguivalently precise value for the total decay energy Q

In the last progress report we described an experiment to

measure the Q-value for the reaction Xe( He,d) Cs

(PR-P-117: 2.13; AECL-6177), from which Q can be derived.

Analysis of the experiment is now complete.
40 3 41

Using the reaction Ar( He,d) K as calibration, we

obtain a Q-value of (6 ± 15) keV for the ( He,d) reaction

to the lowest energy state observed in Cs. A four-point

angular distribution was also obtained between 15 and 30

degrees; comparison with DWBA calculations indicates an

i-value transfer of 0 and/or 2, which is consistent with

populating the 1 ground state of Cs (the J of the

target, x^Xef :.s h ) •

If this assignment is accepted, the corresponding

Q value becomes 2973 ± 15 keV. This agrees with the only

previous 6 end-point measurement (Q = 2.99 MeV with no

quoted uncertainty - A.B. Smith et al., Phys. Rev. §2

(1952) 454) but does not agree with the value quoted by

Wapstra and Bos (Atomic Data & Nucl. Data Tables 19

(1977) 177: QQc = 3019 ± 12 keV).
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2.19 The On-line Isotope Separator

J.C. Hardy, W.L. Perry, K, Gairanie, N.C. Bray, and
H. Schmeing (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch)

All components of the on-line isotope separator have

now been delivered and are in place. The target room

inter-unit wiring is essentially complete and that in, and to,

the control room will be finished early in July. The de-

ionized water cooling unit for the ion source is complete

and tested at a resistivity of 10 Mfl- cm. The automatic

system for filling the baffles with liquid nitrogen has

also been installed. The ion source cages are constructed

and the interlock system is being implemented.

Because of the nature of the control wiring it has

not been possible to begin electrical tests until the control

room wiring is complete. These tests are now expected to

begin within two weeks.

2.20 Ion Source Development for the On-line Separator

J.C.L. Harris, H. Schmeing (Neutron and Solid State Physics
Branch) and J.C. Hardy

In order to operate the mass separator on line with

the tandem, it is planned to design or adapt a variety of

target-ion source systems, where each system will be

specifically intended to optimize the ionization of members

of a single chemical group. Work has begun to modify the

CERN ion source of the FEBIAD type as well as to adapt

the Bernas type source (as purchased) for on-line use.

Future work will include the adaptation of a CERN surface

ionization source and the development of a He jet skimmer

ion source. Modifications of the existing ion source power

supplies in order to accommodate the various planned source

requirements are in progress.
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2.21 Precision Mass Measurements

V. Koslowsky, J.C. Hardy and R.E. Azuma (University of
Toronto)

The feasibility of measuring reaction Q-values to

a relative precision of the order of hundreds of eV is

being investigated. If feasible, such measurements will

be used to test the calculations of charge dependent

effects in superallowed B-decay (<5 correction; e.g. see
c

Towner and Hardy, Phys. Lett. 73B (1978) 20) At this

level of precision, it is necessary to consider the role

of atomic effects in the target and residual nuclei, and it

is this question that we are examining first.

2.22 Computer Program Adaptations

C.P. Burgess, K.B. Gammie and J.C. Hardy

Two computer programs obtained from other laboratories

have been adapted for use on the CRNL CDC 6600 computer.

The program CHUCK, written by P.D. Kunz of the University

of Colorado, calculates nuclear scattering amplitudes

and differential cross sections by numerically

solving an appropriate set of coupled differential

equations; when only two coupled equations are used this

is equivalent to a DWBA (distorted wave Born approximation)

computation.

The program OVERLAID ALICE, written by M. Blann of

the University of Rochester, is. a statistical model code to

calculate cross sections for the production of selected

residual nuclei in a nuclear reaction. The nuclear

evaporation computation includes the effects of fission

and pre-equilibrium decay.
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238
2.23 Search for Isomeric Muonic U

0. Hausser, J.C.D. Milton with S.N. Kaplan (Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory), G.A. Beer, M. Dixit, G. Mason,
J.A. Macdonald, and R.M. Pearce (University of Victoria)

The identification of fission isomers with the muon

being present in the IS, state would hold the exciting

promise of determining, in a single experiment, important

parameters of fission dynamics such as deformations in the

second well and the barrier height for y back decay into

the first well. The present experiment was designed to

check on a previous preliminary report on back decay y rays
900

in U (Fromm et al. Nucl. Phys. A278, (1977) 387) and
235to obtain first results in U. Pions from the Try-channel

at TRIUMF were stopped in CH, and the v~ beam was collimated

and stopped in 1.74 Ug/cm2 2 8U, the v~ stop rate being

typically 17000 s~^. Coincident y rays were observed

in a 20% Ge(Li) detector and in at least one of three

7.5 cm x 7.5 cm NaI(T£) detectors. The y pulse heights and

times relative to the u-stop time were recorded event-by-event
o

on a total of 12 magnetic tapes, corresponding to 8*10 y stops.

The events of interest are delayed back decay y rays in

the Ge(Li) followed by y-capture y rays in the NaI(T£),

delayed by typically another 70 ns. In a very limited

on-line sort no discrete y-lines of interest were apparent

in the sorted Ge(Li) spectra. The event-by-event tapes

have now been translated into PDP-10 format and the analysis

is progressing.

2.24 Design of the Beam Transport System for the Superconducting
Cyclotron

W.G. Davies and A.R. Rutledge

As a result of the large second-order corrections

needed in the injection line (see PR-P-J.17: 2.20; AECL-6177)

and the possible requirement of a third buncher, numerical
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calculations of the lineshapes have been made for x, 8, y,

<f>, i, & at the center of the cyclotron. The calculations

were done by a Monte Carlo program that uses the first- and

second-order matrix elements generated by TRANSPORT to

calculate the distribution function of the phase space

at the cyclotron center assuming either a Gaussian or uniform

distribution at the entrance of the injection system.

These calculations confirmed that the corrected

transverse phase space was within a few percent of the first-

order solution. However, although the path length distri-

bution was shifted more than two standard deviations

from the first-order position the distribution function

contained nearly 95% of the intensity within a region of

+2o about the shifted centroid without the use of a third

buncher. Consequently, a third buncher is not necessary.

The centroid shift can be compensated by adjusting the mean

phase of the buncher system. Unfortunately the amount of

shift is a function of the emittance of the. beam so separate

adjustments will be required for each beam-energy combin-

ation.

Solutions for the injection of 1-15 and 1-3 have been
127

obtained. It is proposed to use I as the initial

test ion during cyclotron commissioning.

Quotations for the construction of the magnetic

elements and the associated power supplies and accessories

have been received from four firms and are undergoing a

detailed technical assessment.
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2.25 Computer Aided Control System for the Superconducting
Cyclotron and the MP Tandem

R.L. Graham, L.D. Hansen (Mathematics and Computation
Branch), R.B. Walker, L.V. Smith and B.F. Greiner
(Technical Information Branch)

The control system has been available for the

development of cyclotron testing programs for most of the

time during the past quarter. In order to ensure a stable

software environment all field mapping programs have been

developed on the original, but obsolete (1976 December)

software system, rather than the more recent (1977 December),

but as yet undebugged one. The latter will be installed

after the initial critical magnet tests have been completed.

The bit serial CAMAC highway between buildings 137 and 467

has been functioning reliably. However two hardware

problems have been encountered in the building 467 crate.

One proved to be dirty printed circuit board contacts on

several of the modules. The second problem required

replacement of the L2 serial crate controller.

Initial tests have been made of the control interface

to the new 100 kW Continental Electronics r.f. power supply

and to the dual 2300 Danfysik power supplies. The r.f.

supply was tested with a manually controlled crate system.

A MUMTI test program was written to initiate the testing

of the Danfysik unit using the computer.

A procedure has now been established for transferring

the field mapping data from the PDP-11 disk files to the

Computing Centre. For this purpose a simple program was

written to generate a typical test file. The programs to

translate this type of data file into a magnetic tape format

suitable for use at the Computing Centre have been prepared

(cf section 5.5 by L.D. Hansen).

To aid would-be users of the Multi User Multi Task

Interpreter (MUMTI) language on the PDP-11/34 computer,

a more complete version (85 pages) of the MUMTI Programming

Language Reference Manual has been prepared by one of us
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(BFG) and circulated. It is hoped that most of the

users' comments can be incorporated into the final version

during July.

The development of interfaces between the control

system and some features of the MP tandem is in progress.

This includes the finishing of the special interface for

the negative ion case (cf PR-P-117: 2.21; AECL-6177) and

preparation for controlling the low energy steerers, an

emittance device (EMD) and measuring the analog signals

from the EMD and a logarithmic electrometer for the image

Faraday cup. The necessary modules have been defined and

are being ordered.

An estimate has been made of the cost of expanding

the control system to handle all the monitor and control

features of the superconducting cyclotron, the MP tandem

and the beam transport systems.

During the past quarter two of us (BFG, RLG) have

taken courses on the RSX-11D software operating system.

One of us (RBW) has spent a week at the VICKSI project at

the Hahn-Meitner Institut in West Berlin.

2.26 Tandem Electronics

J.P.D. O'Dacre

A two axis control system for the high energy mag-

netic steerer has been built and installed, replacing two

constant current power supplies previously used. Input

voltages are compatible with computer control requirements.

Fibre optic control and read-out have been extended

to the inflection magnet of the ion source. Four digit

control and panel readout are now possible and computer

print out through the scanner system will exist when soft-

ware modifications are carried out. The usual provision

for computer control has also been incorporated.
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The current control section of the new 90 analyzing

magnet supply (PR-P-117: 2.17; AECL-6177) has been bench

tested up to 150 amperes, demonstrating current stability

of .1. part in 10 or better over a period of 24 hours.

Dissipation limits in the test magnet prevented full-range

testing to 300 amperes. The current control system is

presently being installed on the MP tandem analyzing magnet

with the intention of gaining some experience with it while

work continues on the field control section.

2.27 Target Preparation Laboratory

J.L. Gallant, D. Yaraskavitch

During the quarter the following targets were pre-

pared for the use of the Nuclear Physics Branch on the MP

Tandem: Nd, erbium hydride, carbon, Pb, Sn,
1 2 0Sn, 6 4Ni, 82Se, 76Ge, 124Sn. In addition the following

target configurations were also preparsd: platinum on

annealed iron with lead backing, and thulium on annealed

iron with lead backing.
2

During the quarter, 220 carbon films 5 ug/cm thick for

the high energy stripper were prepared. The search for

longer lasting stripper foils is continuing. Radiation

damage is probably one of the main reasons for their

limited lifetime. Pre-irradiation before they are mounted

for use appears to relieve stresses in the foil (memo

Burn to Milton 1978 May 25). Batches of carbon films will

be given varying doses from 250 to 5000 krad (2.5 to 50 kGy)

in the gamma cell in Building 513 to confirm this result.

Work done for other branches

Laser mirrors were coated for Dr. D. Smith of the

Physical Chemistry Branch and Dr. J. S. Geiger of Nuclear

Physics.
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Sodium chloride evaporated onto titanium and copper

foils for He implantation were made for the Solid State

Science Branch.

B was evaporated onto large glass plates for

Allan Ross of the Fuel Materials Branch to be used in

neutron radiography.

Small deuterated polyethylene bags were prepared

for Dr. M.'A. Lone of Neutron and Solid State Physics

Branch.

Work done for Universities

2 8Very low oxygen content Si targets on gold backings

were prepared for Professor B. Sargent of Queen's University,

and B for Dr. P. Taras, University of Montreal.

2.28 MP Tandem Operation

J.C.D. Milton, H.R. Andrews and N. Burn (NRX Reactor Branch)
and R.L. Brown

The accelerator has been shut down since the beginning

of June. During the past year, several cooling water

leaks in the coils of the SMI switching magnet have

developed and been repaired in an ad hoc fashion. In April

a more serious leak developed in an inaccessible location.

Arrangements were made to channel the leaking water to a

drain until all the scheduled experiments had been completed.

Upon removal of the coils and partial dismantling of the

upper coil, it was found that the copper tubes carrying the

cooling water had eroded through in several places. An

attempt is now being made to rebuild the upper coil. Two

spare coils are available but both were known to have

deficiencies. Neither set passed the acceptance tests in

the late sixties. These 2 sets have now been retested.

One coil in the first set was found to have gross

fluctuations in apparent number of ampere turns;

abrupt changes of about 1 part in 1000 were
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noted within a period of a few hours. The other coil

showed similar effects at the 1 in 20,000 level. Both

coils had high resistance shorts to the cooling plates.

The second pair of coils tested exhibited the same be-

havior as they had 11 years ago, i.e. a general slow

increase in apparent ampere turns for many hours after

turn-on plus abrupt changes of about 1 in 10,000. The

cause of these changes is not understood but they are

easily controlled by the field stabilization system.

As the better set of the two, the Magnion coils have

been installed and will be used until the leaking coils

can be repaired or replaced.

The tank was opened over 5 times during the quarter:

once to replace stripper foils/ once to find and replace

a loose piece of resistor hardware (several pelletron

idlers were replaced at the same time), twice to improve

the generating voltmeter (see PR-P-118: 2.2; AECL-6216)

and several times in connection with major changes being made

in conjunction with SMI coil tests. These changes include:

1) new apertures and deflection magnets in all six dead

sections, analogous to those installed on MP7 at the

Brookhaven National Laboratories and found to have a highly

beneficial effect on voltage holding ability, 2) install a

new, rotating low energy entrance aperture system,

3) thoroughly clean and inspect the column, and 4) replace

the gridded lens. In addition the new analyzing magnet

power supply was installed (see PR-P-118: 2.26; AECL-6216).

Because of the extensive shutdown occasioned by the

SMI coils, only eleven experiments were run during the

quarter. These involved three visiting scientists in two

experiments which utilized 30% of the beam time and to which

the visitors contributed 44% of the effort. The acceler-

ator availability is shown in Table 2.28.1.
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Table 2.28.1

21 Mar - 21 June hours

Beam available

Scheduled shutdown

Unscheduled shutdown

Total 2232.0 100.0

•J 41
2.29 The 145.44 keV y-ray Intensity in the Decay of Ce

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson

From the response factor of the 4 try ionization chamber
141

obtained with a Ce standard (AECL-5909) and the response

versus energy curve for the chamber, a value for the photon
141

intensity in the decay of Ce has been determined. The

data points on the ion chamber response curve that are
141closest in energy to the 145.44 keV y-ray of Ce are

140.509 keV (from 9 9Tc m) and 165.853 keV (from 1 3 9 C e ) .

The T c m used in obtaining the response at 140.5 keV

was the standard obtained from the National Bureau of

Standards (PR-P-116: 2.27; AECL-6083), for which the quoted

uncertainty of the Tc m activity was ± 1.5%; if this

uncertainty is combined with the uncertainty in the photon

intensity from the 9 9 T c m decay (ORNL-5114, 1976 gives a

value of 0.8896 + 0.0024) and the statistical uncertainty

of our ionization chamber measurements, an uncertainty of

± 1.6% is obtained for the calibration point at 140.5 keV.
139

The uncertainties in the Ce standardization (PR-P-110:
139

2.22; AECL-5546) and the Ce decay scheme are very much

smaller and _< 0.3%. Because there are no calibration
141

points at energies lower than 140 keV and the Ce

and 9 9 T c m y-rays are so close in energy, the major

uncertainty is the T c m response. Our result for the

fraction of the 1 4 1Ce decay for which 145.44 keV y-rays
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are emitted is 0.485 ± 0.009. This agrees with the value of

0.4844 + 0.0041 by Legrand et al. (Int. J. Appl. Rad. and

Isotopes 2£, 179, 1975).

198
2.30 Calibration of the 4TTY Ionization Chamber for Au

J.S. Merritt/ F.H. Gibson

The activity of a solution of vAu was determined

by the 47r3-y coincidence method and samples from this solution

were measured in the 4iry ionization chamber (IC) versus a

Ra reference source. From the results, the response
198

factor for Au was calculated. It is tabulated below

(Table 2.30.1) with previously obtained factors. The

agreement over this fifteen-year period gives us confidence

in the stability of the system. The better agreement among

the more recent measurements indicates that precision

has improved during this time; this is attributed to

improvements in the electronic equipment associated with the

4TT(5-Y coincidence system, e.g. the work of Taylor and

Gibson, (PR-P-97:2.19; AECL-4505) .

Table 2.30.1

Ionization Chamber Response Factor as a Function of Time

Date IC Response Factor

1978 - May 3.1940

1977 - Jan 3.1950

1974 - May 3.1947

1969 - Sept 3.1924

1966 - Sept 3.196

1966 - July 3.192

1965 3.188

1963 3.194
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2.31 Miscellaneous Services

J.S. Merritt

24A source of Na was prepared for Nuclear Physics

Branch. Six drafts of documents to be issued by the

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) were

reviewed, and comments submitted to the chairman of the

Canadian committee (CAC/ISO/TC 12).

2.32 Standardization of 133Ba

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson

Approximately 10 mCi (370 MBq) Ba was purified

chemically and used to prepare a stock solution. The

activity of this solution was determined by the 4^6-Y

coincidence method. The statistical error of the weighted

mean from three determinations, each with a different

gamma-channel gate, was + 0.05%. Sources of systematic

error are much larger and their assessment is not yet final.

Dilutions and sources were prepared for distribution within

AECL, mostly for calibration of gamma-ray spectrometers.

Ampoules were prepared for registration with the

international reference systems of Bureau International des

Poids et Kesures and International Atomic Energy Agency,

whei
133,
where the CRNL standard of Ba will be compared with other

Ba standards that have been issued by international

standardizing laboratories.

2.33 Standards Issued

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson

3H - Ontario Hydro (NPD)

Au - Reactor Physics
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Ba - Reactor Control, Health Physics, System

Materials, General Chemistry, Environmental

Research, and Reactor Physics Branches.

2. 34 Laser Magnetic Resonance (L.M.R.)
J.S. Geiger et al.

See PR-CMa-45: 3.2.4; AECL-6327.

2.35 The HRU Double Photon Measurement

A.B. McDonald et al.

See PR-P-118: 3.14; AECL-6216.

2.36 Charge State Dependence of Heavy-Ion-Induced K X-ray
Cross Sections Using Gas Targets

J.S. Forster et al.

See PR-CMa-45: 1.2.1; AECL-6327.

2.37 Publications, Reports and Lectures

a) Publications

MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF JT = 19/2~ MIRROR STATES IN 43Ti
AND 43Sc
0. Hausser, T.K. Alexander, T. Faestermann, D. Horn,
D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, I.S. Towner
Physics Letters 73B (1978) p. 127

919
CORE EXCITED HIGH SPIN ISOMERS IN Rn
D. Horn, 0. Hausser, T. Faestermann, A.B. McDonald,
T.K. Alexander, J.R. Beene, C.J. Herrlander
Proc. Int. Conf. Nuclear Structure, Tokyo, 1977,
J. Phys. Soc. Japan 44 (1978) Suppl. p. 605-609
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DELAYED PROTON RADIOACTIVITIES
J. Cerny, J.C. Hardy
Annual Reviews of Nuclear Science 2J_ (1977) p. 333,
and LBL Report 5852 (1977)

MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF N=50 ISOTONES AND PROTON CORE
POLARISATION
0. Hausser, I.S. Towner, T. Faestermann, H.R. Andrews,
J.R. Beene, D. Horn, D. Ward, C. Broude
Nuclear Physics A293 (1977) 248

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF PARTICLE-VIBRATION COUPLING
STATES IN 209Bi
J.R. Beene, 0. Hausser, T.K. Alexander, A.B. McDonald
Physical Review CT7 (1978) 1359

A SCHEMATIC MODEL FOR ISOSPIN MIXING IN LIGHT NUCLEI
A.B. McDonald, E.G. Adelberger
Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 25 (1978) 1692

Z1 AND Z2 VARIATIONS IN THE STOPPING POWERS OF Z1 = 10
TO 18 IONS DEDUCED FROM DSAM LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies,
K.B. Winterbon
Physics Letters 74B (1978) p. 183

b) Lectures

RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF THE RADIOISOTOPE STANDARDIZATION
SECTION
J.S. Merritt
Lecture at Bureau Central de Mesures Nucleaires,
GEEL, Belgium, June 16.

LASER MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
D.R. Smith, j.s. Geiger, J.D. Bonnett
ESR Symposium at 78th Annual CIC Conference,
Winnipeg, June 4-7, 1978
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UPPER LIMIT FOR PARITY MIXING IN 21Ne
A.B. McDonald
Lecture given at "Neutrinos '78" Conference,
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, April, 1978

FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTION STUDIES IN NUCLEI
A.B. McDonald
Colloquium at McGill University, April, 1978

ENHANCED TRANSIENT FIELD EFFECTS
D. Ward
Seminar at Queen's University, Kingston, June, 1978
D. Ward
Lecture at CAP in London, June, 1978

The following talks were presented to the American Physical
Society Meeting in Washington, D.C. 24-27 April 1978.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND MONTE CARLO PREDICTIONS FOR
DEORIENTATION OF 107Cd IONS IN He GAS
H.R. Andrews, J.R. Beene, J.S. Geiger, R.L. Graham,
0. Hausser

ACCURATE LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS OF THE 3.357 MeV, 4+LEVEL
IN 22Ne AND 2.234 MeV, 5/2+ LEVEL IN 31P
J.S. Forster, T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies,
I.V. Mitchell and K.B. Winterbon

HIGH-SPIN ISOMERS IN 213Fr AND 214Ra
D. Horn, 0. Hausser, B. Hass, T.K. Alexander, H.R. Andrews,
D. Ward

A HIGH VELOCITY DSAM MEASUREMENT OF THE 6.31 MeV,
6 ' LEVEL IN 22Ne
T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies

STUDY OF THE 2.8 MeV PARITY DOUBLET IN 21Ne
A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle, M.A. Lone

POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS AT THE CRNL MP TANDEM TO IMPROVE
ITS SUITABILITY FOR LOW CONCENTRATION ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS
J.C.D. Milton, H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, R.M. Brown,
N. Burn, W.G. Davies, Y. Imahori
Lecture given at Rochester Conference on Radiocarbon
Dating with Accelerators, April, 19 78

RADIOCARBON DATING EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CHALK RIVER MP
TANDEM ACCELERATOR
H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, R.M. Brown, N. Burn, W.G. Davies,
Y. Imahori, J.C.D. Milton
Lecture given at Rochester Conference on Radiocarbon
Dating with Accelerators, April, 1978
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MEASUREMENT OP g-FACTORS FOR ROTATIONAL STATES USING THE
ENHANCED TRANSIENT FIELD INTERACTION
D. Ward
Lecture presented to the Canadian Association of Physicists
Meeting, London, Ontario, June 1978 (invited talk)

The lectures listed above may not be available in print.
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3.2 Orientational Disorder in CBr.

G. Dolling and B.M. Powell

The experiments reported previously (PR-P-116:3.2,

AECL-6083) have been continued with a larger, thin-walled

vanadium tube cassette (70 ram long x 16 mm diameter) de-

signed to allow the growth of a single crystal of CBr. from

the melt. The cassette was coated internally with a layer

of siloxane, ~5 vm thick, to avoid corrosion, then filled

with liquid CBr4 at 100°C, and finally sealed. The siloxaiie

coating was kindly performed by Dr. J.C. Wood of Fuel

Engineering Branch. As a preliminary to attempting single-

crystal growth, the static structure factor S(Q) of CBr4

has been measured in the liquid phase at 370 K (melting

point 365 K) for comparison with that obtained earlier at

several temperatures in the plastic solid phase. The only

significant change, in passing through the melting transi-

tion, is the replacement of the two strongest Bragg reflec-

tions (111) and (200) by a single intense broad peak. The

spectrum at 370 K shows many similarities to that observed

for liquid CO.. at room temperature.

3.3 Phonons in Deuterated Ammonia

B.M. Powell and G. Dolling

A single crystal of deuterated ammonia was grown

in the Janis cryostat and cooled to 91 K. The crystal

(volume ~25 cm3) was oriented with the [110] axis vertical.

Measurements of the phonon frequencies at the V, R, and M

points were made on the N5 spectrometer at NRU. The mono-

chromator and analyser were Ge(113) and graphite(002)

respectively. At the r point eight distinct frequencies
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were measured and the results are generally in good agree-

ment with those of the corresponding optical measurements.

Splitting of the triply degenerate modes by the coulomb

field causes some uncertainties in the present interpretation

and further measurements are needed to resolve these

ambiguities. At the R point, five distinct modes have been

observed while at the M point seven modes have been ob-

served. The longitudinal and the transverse acoustic branches

observable in this scattering orientation have been measured

for the A, A and t directions. A dynamical model will be

developed to interpret these results.

3.4 Neutron-Scattering Response from Anharmonic Phonons in Ail

at 800 K

W.J.L. Buyers and G. Dolling

The neutron-scattering response S(Q,v) has been

measured over a wide range of frequency v for several

specific values of the momentum-transfer vector Q in a

single crystal of A« at 300 K, 548 K and 800 K. The N5

triple-axis spectrometer at NRU was employed, with Ge (113)

and pyrolytic graphite (002) crystal planes as monochromator

and analyser respectively. The primary purpose was to pro-

vide a stringent test of recent computer-simulation calcula-

tions of this response (G. Jacucci and M.L. Klein, Phys. Rev.

16 (1977) 1322) which showed a very unusual three-peaked

structure for a particular longitudinal mode,

aQ/2ir = (2.25,2.25,2.25) at 800 K (melting point 933 K) .

The peak of highest frequency, near 6.6 THz, corresponds to

that expected for this L mode in the absence of any abnormal

anharmonic effects, while the significance of the two

lower-frequency peaks is not clear. In the neutron
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experiment no sign of these two calculated peaks was ob-

served. We conclude that the computer simulation result

must be spurious. In this context we note the unavoidable

limitation of the simulation to an assembly of only 256

atoms (4 x 4 x 4 face-centred cubic cells) with periodic

boundary conditions. The neutron experiments also revealed

evidence of the well-known one-phonon-two-phonon inter-

ference effect on the response along the [111] direction,

at aQx/2iT = 1.25, 1.75, 2.25 and 2.75.

3.5 Comparison of Phonon Frequencies for fee CoQ g2£
e-0 08'

Ni and Cu

E.C. Svensson, B.M. Powell and A.D.B. Woods

Our recent results (PR-P-114:3.8, AECL-5845 and

PR-P-116:3.4, AECL-6083) for fee CoQ 9 2Fe 0 0 8 (in effect

a "monatomic" metal with an average mass 55 = 58.69 u)

together with earlier results for the fee elements Ni

(R.J. Birgeneau et al., Phys. Rev. L3£ (1964) A1359,

AECL-2088) and Cu (E.C. Svensson et al., Phys. Rev, 155

(1967) 619) provide a body of experimental results for a

series of materials in which the mass variations are either

negligible or can readily be allowed for in any calculations.

These results can thus provide extensive guidance and

systematic tests for fundamental theories of the lattice

dynamics of metals and are especially attractive for this

purpose since the dispersion curves have particularly

smooth and simple shapes with the force systems being

dominated by nearest-neighbour interactions that are very

nearly (but not exactly) axially symmetric.

On detailed comparison we find that, on average,

the frequencies for Co- Q2Fen no scale with those for Ni

and Cu as expected frcm the Lindemann criterion
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(i.e., v <* (T /Ma2) where T is the melting temperature

and a the lattice constant). In particular, the experi-

mental (predicted) average frequency ratios are 1.044(0.996)

for Ni/CoQ 9 2
F eo 08 a n d 1-204^1-210^ f o r Coo.92Fe0.08/Cu

compared with 1.242(1.205) for Ki/Cu. There are, however,

definite wave-vector-dependent variations in the scaling.

For example, the frequencies for Co0 g2
Feo 08 u s u a ^ y ^ e

within about 2% of those for Ni at low wave vectors, q, but

then fall below them as q increases and lie 6-10% lower at

the zone boundaries. The one exception to this general

pattern is the {?C0]T^ branch where the frequencies lie

about 15% lower than those for Ni at low q. Since M for

Co0 92
Fen 08 ^s e s s e n ti all v identical to the mass for Ni

(58.71 u) and since the lattice constants differ by

only 0.7%, the differences in the "shapes" of the dispersion

curves for these two materials must be attributable to

differences in the interatomic forces which in turn reflect

the different concentrations of 3d and 4s electrons.

3.6 Monte-Carlo Program for Multiple-Scattering Corrections

P. Martel

The Harwell program "Discus" (M.W. Johnson, 1974,

UKAEA Harwell Report, AERE-R7682) has been modified for

operation on the AECL computer system. The program enables

the ratio of twice-scattered to once-scattered neutrons to

be determined. It assumes that S(Q,u>) = S(|Q|,W) and so is

appropriate for calculating multiple scattering effects in

liquids and biological materials. Calculations have been

carried out to verify that there was no Q-dependence to the

multiple scattering from hydrogenous samples which were

examined for photodimer effects (PR-P-112:3.8, AECL-5696).
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A

3.7 Two-Component Structure of S(Q,io) for Super fluid He

A.D.B. Woods and E.C. Svensson

Analysis of our recent results (PR-P-115:3.6,

AECL-5966; PR-P-116:3.6, AECL-6083; and PR-P-117:3.6,

AECL-6177) for the temperature dependence of the neutron
A

scattering by liquid He has shown that, at least for Q
o-l*

values of 0.80, 1.13, 1.30 and 1.40 A , S(Q,cu) for all

T < T-y = 2.17 K is describable as the sum of two

components - a "superfluid" component which is similar

in shape to S(Q,w) at T = 0 and has a weight Ps/p, and a

"normal-fluid" component which is characteristic of S(Q,u)

for non-superfluid He and has a weight Pn/P- This is

the first demonstration (outside the region Q-*• 0, u •* 0)

of a direct relationship between the "microscopic" S(Q,ai)

and the "macroscopic" quantities p_ (the superfluid density)
5

and p = p - p . At present there is no theory which re-n s
lates these quantities, but we find that our distributions

are well described by
-ftw/kT.

P«.(T) P (T) ,
S(Q,io). = -2 SS(Q,ID) + -2 Sn(Q,u) • i-^2 (l)

P P
1 -e

where S(Q,w) is S(Q,u>) determined at T = T, > T,
n i. /

(T. = 2.27 K in our case), and

(u-u)(Q))2
(2)

The "superfluid" component thus consists, as expected, of

a broadened "one-phonon" peak of half width r(T) and strength

Z(Q,T) = p Z(Q)/p and a "multiphonon" component Sj^CQfbi)

which is broad and centred at higher frequencies.

* 1 A = 0.1 nm.
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When the "normal-fluid" scattering, as given by

the second term of Eq. (1) , is subtracted from our experi-

mental distributions, the reduced intensities Z(Q,T)/Z(Q)

of the peaks in the resulting "superfluid" components are

found to lie, within error, on a universal curve which is

in excellent agreement with Ps/p. Further the intrinsic

widths of these peaks also lie on a universal curve which

is in excellent agreement with the temperature variation

of the widths for rotons calculated directly from the

theory of Landau and Khalatnikov (Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz.

1£ (1949) 637). The lifetime-limiting mechanism thus

appears to be independent of Q. The variation with tempera-

ture of our widths is much less, particularly near T, , than

the variations inferred from earlier neutron-scattering

studies. This difference, we believe, arises because in

the earlier studies, all of which were carried out with

fixed incident-neutron energy, the separation of the "sharp"

peak from the broad component was obscured and the reported

widths contained a contribution from the broad "normal-fluid"

component.

4
3.8 Temperature Dependence of Neutron Scattering by Liquid He

E.C. Svensson and A.D.B. Woods

A study of the temperature dependence of the

scattering for Q = 1.926 A~ , the roton-minimum position

at low T, is being carried out using the L3 triple-axis

crystal spectrometer in order to provide more stringent

tests of the model described in the previous section. As

in the earlier studies, Si (111) and pyrolytic graphite (002)

planes are being used for the monochromator and analyser

respectively, but the scattered-neutron frequency has been

changed to 0.945 THz to give tomewhat better energy
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resolution (0.029 THz FWHM at the elastic position). We

have also changed the scattered-beam filter to 10 cm of

better quality polycrystalline Be at 77 K and the

incident-beam filter to 45 cm of single-crystal quartz

at room temperature. The latter gives a much higher

proportion of first-order neutrons in the incident beam

so 'ihe corrections (see PR-P-117:3.6, AECL-6177) for the

distortion of the count rate in the incident-beam monitor

are much smaller than in the earlier studies.

So far we have carried out measurements at 1.00,

1.38, 1.77, 1.97, 2.07, 2.12, 2.15 and 2.27 K. As was

found for the wave vectors studied earlier, there is a

definite difference in the shape of S(Q,w) for Q = 1.926

for temperatures above and below T^. In fact, partly

because of the improved experimental conditions and partly

because the "one-phonon" peak is better separated from the

broad component of the scattering and relatively stronger

at this wave vector, the change on passing through T^

appears to be more marked in the present study. Preliminary

analysis indicates that the reduced intensities and the

intrinsic widths of the peaks in the "superfluid" component

are in substantial agreement with the values determined

from the earlier studies. The measurements are continuing.

3.9 Actinide Magnetism; Critical Scattering

W.J.L. Buyers, T.M. Holden and E.C. Svensson

The analysis of previous measurements of the

critical magnetic scattering from uranium nitride

(PR-P-116:3.7, AECL-6083) has been hampered by lack of

knowledge of the scaling function which relates the energy

width of the scattering to the wave vector. It is possible,

particularly in measurements with no analyser, for the
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correlation length to exhibit an anisotropy that arises,

at least in part, from the way in which the resolution

function of the apparatus preferentially selects the

low-frequency, low-q parts of the intrinsic response.

Such a distortion of the scattering contours about a

reciprocal lattice point, T, tends to stretch the measured

scattering contours in the transverse direction. This

effect may also occur to a lesser extent in experiments

made with an analyser whenever the scaling function is

comparable to the resolution function as regards its fre-

quency and wave-vector dependence. As a first step in

assessing the importance of this effect for UN, we have

studied the critical scattering at 60 K by measuring the

complete spectral function S(Q,v) for a series of wave

vectors parallel and perpendicular to T. Background runs

were also made at 300 K. The initial results obtained

with the N5 spectrometer suggest that most of the scattering

observed in our previous experiments was indeed quasielastic

and hence that there is a real anisotropy in the correlation

length. However the wave-vector dependence as observed at

v = 0 with an analyser is found to be significantly distorted

by resolution effects, because the distribution of scatter-

ing around the point T is so highly concentrated in (q,v)

space. Dei-ailed resolution corrections, which are needed

to obtain a quantitative value for the anisotropy, are in

progress.

3.10 Mixed Valency in Cerium

W.J.L. Buyers, T.M. Holden and P. Martel with M.B. Maple

(University of California San Diego)

A neutron-scattering study of the electronic

properties of the cerium ion in a non-magnetic host
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((La. gTh. . ) Q gCe. .) has been carried out at the C5

spectrometer. In these alloys the degree of localization

of the single 4f electron of the Ce depends on the La/Th

ratio. A well-defined Ce transition has been observed at

4.2 K. As the temperature is raised (30 K, 77 K, 150 K,

300 K) the transition intensity decreases. If the 4f

electron is localized the transition can be identified as

r^ •<-• r_, and, relative to the 4.2 K intensity, its inten-

sity should decrease to 43% or 75% in going to 300 K,

depending on whether vl ' or ri is lowest. In fact the
/ o

transition is essentially unobservable at 300 K. The

results suggest that at 4.2 K the 4f electron is largely

localized, as was suspected from the susceptibility

measurements at UCSD, but that at elevated temperatures

some as yet unidentified process removes magnetic inten-

sity from the scattering cross section.

3.11 Vacancies in Type 316 Stainless Steel by Positron

Annihilation

S.M. Kim

The temperature dependence of the positron-

annihilation peak coincidence rate in type 316 stainless

steel is being measured in order to determine the vacancy

formation energy. The type 316 stainless steel, or some

impurity-modified version of this steel, is at present

considered to be a leading candidate material for the

fusion-reactor first wall as well as the fuel cladding

of the fast-breeder reactor. For a clear understanding

of some of the radiation damage and recovery processes

accurate values of the formation and migration energies

of point defects are required.
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Preliminary measurements of the peak coincidence

rate show positron trapping by thermal vacancies at tem-

peratures above ~900°C, which suggests that the vacancy

formation energy in type 316 stainless steel is very similar

to that in y-phase iron reported recently (S.M. Kim and

W.J.L. Buyers, J. Phys. F 8_ (1978) L103, AECL-6115).

3.12 N4 External Thermal-Neutron Facility

M.A. Lone and W.M. Inglis

90
Gamma-ray spectra from thermal-neutron capture in

ZrO, 91Zr, D2
16O, D2

17O and 12'13C have been recorded.

Thin deuterated polyethylene bags (prepared by J.L. Gallant,

Nuclear Physics Branch) were used as sample containers for

both liquid and powder samples.

The dominant y~ray background was found to be due

to chemical impurities in the samples and also to

absorption of the scattered neutrons in the Li target tube

liner. However the Y-ray events from Li were eliminated

in the spectra recorded in Ge(Li) -Ge(Li) coincidence mode.

The Cd ratio of the neutron beam was measured

with a 15.2 cm Bi and 30.5 cm quartz filter at room tem-

perature in the beam. The transmission measured and

calculated for thermal neutrons as a function of the Cd

thickness is given in the following table.

Cd Thickness

mm (inches)

0.51 (0.02)

1.02 (0.04)

1.53 (0.06)

Transmission

Measured

1.1 x io"4

4.6 x io~6

3.8 x 10"7

Calculated for
25 meV Neutrons

2.5 x io~3

6.4 x io"6

1.6 x 1O~8
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These measurements were made with a U fission

chamber which has a higher efficiency for eplthermal

neutrons than a 1/v detector. These data show that the

Cd ratio is in excess of 10 .

The neutron flux at the target position with

15.2 cm Bi and 15.2 cm quartz filters at liquid N_ tem-
7 - 2 - 1perature was measured to be 2.3 x 10 n-cm •:• . The

Cd ratio for this set of filters has not yet been measured

but is expected to be high.

The neutron spectral distributions were also

measured with T.O.F. technique using the slow chopper

recently built by D.C. Tennant.

3.13 90Zr(n,y) Studies

M.A. Lone and G.A. Bartholomew

Gamma-ray spectra from thermal-neutron capture
90

in ZrO (97.7% Zr) were recorded in both singles and

coincidence mode with two Ge(Li) detectors at the N4

external thermal-neutron facility at the NRU reactor.

From the coincidence data we were able to ex-

tract the neutron binding energy of 7192 ± 3 keV from the

following cascades:

4319 + 1407 + 1466 = 7192 keV

3013 + 2712 + 1466 = 7191 keV

5987 + 1205 = 7192 keV

4319 + 2874 = 7193 keV

3981 + 3211 = 7192 keV

3716 + 3476 = 7192 keV

The y-ray energy scale was calibrated with the

strong 934.3 keV and the 6294.2 keV y-rays from neutron
91capture in Zr (1.07% in the sample).
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90
No direct measurement of the Zr(n,y) binding

energy has been reported in the literature. Our value

7192 ± 3 keV for the binding energy is in agreement with

the value 7195 ± 8 keV obtained from the measured (d,p)

Q value (A. Sperduto, Proc. Int. Conf. Atomic Masses,

Winnipeg, Manitoba (R.C. Barber, Ed.), University of

Manitoba Press (1967) p.657), and 7194+6.2 keV obtained

from the mass adjustments (J.H.E. Mattauch, H. Thiele

and A.H. Wapstra, Nucl. Phys. 6J_ (1965) 1). However it

is inconsistent with the value of 7202.6i2.7 keV

(Neutron Cross Section, BNL 325, Vol. 1, National Neutron

Cross Section Centre, Brookhaven National Laboratory, 1973)

and with 7154 ±13 keV adopted by Groshev et al.

(Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 15_ (1972) 347).

Groshev et al. had reported a 5691.8 keV

(I = 12.2%) Y-ray from the 90Zr(n,<r) reaction which they

attributed to a transition from the 7154 keV, l/2+

capturing state to the 1466 keV, 5/2 state. No such

Y-ray is observed in the present coincident or singles

data.

The ZrO sample used in this experiment contained

small traces of chemical impurities (200 ppb Gd, 62 ppb Sm

and small traces of S, Ti, Hf and Ho). The high-energy

part of the spectrum was completely dominated by Y" r a v s from

neutron capture in these chemical impurities and no high-

energy transitions due to the 9°Zr(n,Y) reaction could be

identified in the singles data. However the low energy

transitions from the 1204.9 keV and the 1466.3 keV levels

to the ground state were clearly separated. By gating on

these Y-rays and also gating on the sum peak at 7192
an

we were able to detect the Zr(n,Y) high-energy transi-
90

tions. A new Zr sample with lower impurity levels is
being acquired for further studies.
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3.14 The NRU Double-Photon Measurement

E.D. Earle with A.B. McDonald (Nuclear Physics Branch)

1 2
A major portion of the H(n,YY) H data collected

earlier (PR-P-116:3.16, AECL-6083) has been analysed on

the PDP-10 computer. There is no evidence for two-photon

events summing to 2.223 MeV for E > 700 keV. The upper

limit of the cross section as determined from statistical

uncertainties is 1.6 ub . This result corresponds to a

double-photon branching ratio < 5 *10~ and is a factor of

five lower than our previous measurement with Ge(Li)

detectors.

It was necessary to subtract the O(n,y) coinci-

dent background from the H,O(n,y) coincident spectra. The
16

O(n,y) spectrum shape was obtained by replacing the H_O

target with a DjO target. The magnitude of this background

was determined by normalizing to the 1.088 - 0.870 MeV

coincidence peaks from O(n,7).

Analysis of the remaining data is in progress.

3.15 An Upper Limit on Parity Mixing in Ne

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-118:2.3 .

O "3 Q

3.16 Improved Coincidence Timing for Thick UO^ Targets

in a Multiwire Fission Counter

J.W. Knowles and R.N. King with T.E. Drake and B. Pich

(University of Toronto)

The counting-rate efficiency for photofission

experiments using a multiwire counter and the Chalk River

bremsstrahlung monochromator can be increased if the

1 b = 10 " cm .
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electronic time constant of the system (PR-P-105:3.14,

AECL-5121) can be reduced. Until recently this time

constant, £20 ns, was limited by the time jitter of the

multiwire fission counter (PR-P-107:3.17, AECL-5256)

which was filled with a 9:1 argon-methane gas mixture

at atmospheric pressure and operated near the top of

the proportional region at 1200 V. We have reduced the

jitter to 6-8 ns by replacing the argon-methane gas with

isobutane at a pressure of 10 atm. At this pressure

the optimum operating voltage is "600 V. For these tests

the multiwire fission counter was irradiated with 9 MeV

Y-rays from the Compton monochromator at NRU and the

pulses from prompt Y~rays# following photofission in
2 38

UO2, were detected in a 12 cm x 12 cm Nal(TJl) in
coincidence with the fission pulses.

3.17 Reactor Beam-hole Use

A.D.B. Woods

The Guelph University spectrometer has been in

use during the period. The McMaster spectrometers have

been undergoing extensive modification. The C2 chopper

shutdown continued.

The following table summarizes utilization of

operating CRNL facilities at NRU beam holes.
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Beam Hole No. of No. of No. of Efficiency
Experiments Participating Participating (% of available

CRNL non-CRNL reactor operating
scientists scientists time used for

experiments)

50

60

99

96

90

96

Total reactor operating time was 75 days.

3.18 Supply and Servicing of Detectors and Systems

R.J. Toone, W.F. Slater, M.A. Gulick, H.C. Spenceley and

J.G.V. Taylor

The mechanical parts for the new high-purity Ge

double-diode detector system for Reactor Control Branch

have been made and are ready to be assembled. A high-purity

Ge detector belonging to Section II was dismantled to allow

cryostat modifications and later remounted and tested.

Problems with detector systems were diagnosed for General

Chemistry and Solid State Science Branches as well as

Section- II of this Branch.

Two sets of three chamber liners have been made

for use with the ion-chamber sample changer to provide

three different attenuations for X rays and low-energy

Y-rays. The liners will replace the sample buckets used

in the manual system.
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An HP-7 He counter filled to 0.5 MPa 3He

+ 0.2 MPa Kr for Section I gives better resolution than

the first counter of this series.

3.19 A New Station for Carbonization and Annealing

R.J. Toone, M.A. Gulick, W.F. Slater, C.J. Virtue and

H. Schmeing

A new system is being constructed for the

carbonization of quartz ampoules, annealing of CdTe

crystals, and detector processing requiring either high

vacuum or controlled atmospheres combined with extreme

cleanliness. The apparatus consists of a bakeable

stainless-steel gas-handling system connected to an exist-

ing turbopump station and a furnace capable of heating

samples of several hundred cubic centimetres to 1300°C. The

furnace can be moved vertically over 2 m on a precision

slide by a programmable motor drive. When completed

this station will allow us to improve the utilization of

our crystal growing furnaces which, at present, are being

used for various other processes.

3.20 Cd and Te Preparation for the THM System

H. Schmeing and C.J. Virtue

A method has been established to remove oxygen

and possibly other surface impurities from Cd and Te,

the starting materials for the growth of CdTe. The

material is contained in a carbonized quartz ampoule

matching the dimensions of the ampoules used to synthesize

CdTe. Hydrogen from a palladium-hydrogen purifier and

introduced through a capillary joining the ampoule at its

tip flows through the charge of Cd or Te. The temperature
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of the charge is held at 20°C below its melting point for

about one hour, and then raised to 150°C above its melting

point for another 30 minutes. Subsequently the charge is

slowly cooled to its freezing point. If, during the cool-

ing phase, a temperature gradient is maintained across the

charge the resulting slug is free of voids. In contrast

to the starting material the end product displays a

brilliant lustre, indicating a reduction in the amount of

bound oxygen.

3.21 Trace Analysis of Impurities in Cd, Te and CdTe

H. Schmeing with C.H. Knight and S.V. Armstrong (General

Chemistry Branch)

A comparison of the impurity analysis of

"69 grade" Cd and Te samples obtained with the AECL and

the NRC spark-source mass spectrometers revealed that the

sum of the detected impurities does not exceed the manu-

facturer's specifications. This comparison, which leads

us to reinterpret all of our previous analyses

(PR-P-117:3.21, AECL-6177; PR-P-114:3.24, AECL-5845;

PR-P-112:3.23, AECL-5696) has resulted in a significant

improvement of the overall sensitivity of the CRNL spec-

trometer for these materials. With the purity of the

starting materials finally established we are hopeful that

this method will meet our original expectations in tracking

down the origin of trace impurities inadvertently intro-

duced during various stages of the crystal growing, doping

and annealing processes.
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3.22 Physical Evaluation of CdTe

R.G.C. McElroy, W.F. Slater and R.J. Toone

The method of performing contactless photo-

conductivity measurements has been significantly

improved. The experimental technique is based on a

marginal oscillator operating at approximately 50 MHz.

While the technology of marginal oscillators has been

extensively developed for the detection of nuclear

magnetic resonance, it does not appear to have been

previously employed to study photoconductivity. A

second version of the marginal oscillator is currently

being designed which will be optimized for these

measurements. This new design will also allow the

measurements of effective carrier lifetimes.

Both contacting and contactless photo-

conductivity spectra have been run on various samples

of CdTe. None of these spectra reveal the presence of

distinct trapping levels. It does not appear that this

is a v."'. ible means of identifying impurity levels in

CdTe.

The contactless measurements, however, have

been shown to be sensitive to sample surface preparation.

Measurements are currently underway to determine if this

is a useful means of studying semiconductor surfaces.

3.23 Glassblowing, Machine Shop and .Miscellaneous Services

J.G. Wesanko, R.R. MacLanders, H.C. Spenceley,

M.A. Gulick and R.J. Toone

A glass vacuum line was built for laser photo-

chemistry research and the reaction volume apparatus and

gas-flow system for the infrared laser were modified for

Physical Chemistry Branch.
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A prototype wetted-wall distillation column for

the absolute determination of deuterium in low-deuterium

water standards was built and later modified for General

Chemistry Branch.

A quartz cell for the study of biomolecules by

small-angle neutron scattering was constructed for

Section I of the Branch.

During the period about 45% of the machine shop

effort went into Nuclear Physics Branch jobs. Most of the

remainder was spent on the new furnace mount and drive

(see 3.19).

Boron carbide cylinders were cut and recored

for Section II of this Branch.

3.24 Beta-neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift

of Beta-delayed Particles

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-118:2.17 .

3.25 The Mass of 130Cs

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-118:2.18 .

3.26 The On-line Isotope Separator

H, Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-118-.2.19 .

3.27 Ion-Source Development for the On-line Separator

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-118:2.20 .
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3.28 Neutron-Scattering Summer School

T.M. Holden

A one week course on neutron scattering was held

on 19 - 23 June at CRNL and attracted 36 participants from

across Canada. The course was composed of 14 lectures, a

2% hour session in groups of six people on planning neutron

scattering experiments, and three 3 hour experimental

sessions at the NRX and NRU reactors. The formal lectures

covered the basic theory of neutron scattering (V.F. Sears),

the general experimental procedures (G. Dolling), simple

phonon scattering (B.M. Powell), magnetic scattering

(W.J.L. Buyers, E.C. Svensson and T.M. Holden), simple

liquids (A.D.B. Woods), biophysics (P. Martel), materials

science applications (B.M. Powell). B.N. Brockhouse

(McMaster University) gave the opening overview lecture and

P.A. Egelstaff (University of Gueiph) a lecture on molecular

fluids. The planning session, in small groups, gave the

students an opportunity in an informal atmosphere to clarify

concepts which were unfamiliar and was a worthwhile part of

the course. The experimental sessions were certainly the

highlight of the course for the students and they were

organized so that every student had an opportunity to

participate in each experiment. The experiments covered

basic neutron beam safety, aligning single crystals and

neutron photography (E13, NRX), powder diffraction from Lil

and Nal (C5, NRU), and phonon scattering from AA (N5, NRU).

Many participants expressed interest in performing neutron-

scattering experiments at CRNL in the future.

3.29 Neutron Diffraction in Plastic Crystals

V.F. Sears (Theoretical Physics Branch) G. Dolling and

B.M. Powell

See PR-P-118:4.4 .
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3.30 Publications and Lectures

Publications

PHONON DISPERSION RELATION OF URANIUM NITRIDE ABOVE
AND BELOW THE NEEL TEMPERATURE
G. Dolling, T.M. Holden, E.C. Svensson, W.J.L. Buyers
and G.H. Lander
Proceedings of the International Conference on Lattice
Dynamics, Paris (September 5-9, 1977), edited by
M. Balkanski, p. 81

THE LATTICE DYNAMICS OF CRYSTALLINE DNA PYRIMIDINES
P. Martel, B.M. Powell and L.A. Vinhas
Proceedings of the International Conference on Lattice
Dynamics, Paris (September 5-9, 1977), edited by
M. Balkanski, p. 494

NEUTRON INELASTIC SCATTERING
W.J.L. Buyers
Atomic Energy Review, Vol. 16, No. 1, p. 135
(Report on the IAEA International Symposium in Vienna,
October 17-21, 1977)
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-6072

EXCITATIONS OF ISOLATED CLUSTERS OP MAGNETIC IONS
E.C. Svensson, M. Harvey, W.J.L. Buyers and T.M. Holden
J. Appl'. Phys. 49 (1978) 2150
Atomic Energy oF~Canada Limited publication AECL-6014

POSSIBLE OBSERVATION OF SHORT WAVELENGTH CHARGE
FLUCTUATION SCATTERING IN A MOLTEN ALKALI HALIDE
J.R.D. Copley and G. Dolling
J. Phys. C 11_ (1978) 1259
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, publication AECL-6103

VACANCY FORMATION ENERGY IN IRON BY POSITRON
ANNIHILATION
S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
J. Phys. F £ (1978) L103
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-6115
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Lectures

The following papers were presented at the APS Meeting
in Washington, D.C., April 24-27, 1978:

OBSERVATION OF A ~760 keV NEUTRON GROUP
FROM THE 9Be+d REACTION
M.A. Lone, A.J. Ferguson, E.D. Earle and
B.C. Robertson
(BAPS 22:4 (1978) 5C0)

UPPER LIMIT FOR THE ^IHn,^y)2H CROSS SECTION
E.D. Earle, A.B. McDonald and J.A. Atkins
(BAPS 2 3 IT (1978) 507)

STUDY OF THE 2.8 MeV PARITY DOUBLET IN 21Ne
A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle and M.A. Lone
(BAPS 23_:4 (1978) 520)

QUASI FREE SCATTERING OF POLARIZED PROTONS
D.A. Hutcheon, L. Antonuk, J.M. Cameron,
E.D. Earle, A.N. James, P. Kitching,
W.J. McDonald, C.A. Miller, G.A. Moss,
G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, A.W. Stetz and
G.M. Stinson
(BAPS 23:4 (1978) 625)

The following papers were presented at the CAP Congress
at the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario,
June 12-15, 1978:

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF PHONONS IN LIQUID 4He
A.D.B. Woods, E.C. Svensson and R. Scherm

THE PLASTIC-TO-NORMAL PHASE TRANSITION IN
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
G. Dolling

AN UPPER LIMIT FOR PARITY MIXING IN 21Ne
A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle, E.G. Adelberger, K.A. Snover,
H.E. Swanson, T.A. Trainor, R. von Lintig and C.A. Barnes
Neutrino "78 Conference, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana
April 28, 1978
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ORIENTATIONAL DISORDER IN SFg AND CBr4 - "NORMAL" AND
"ABNORMAL" PLASTIC SOLIDS
B.M. Powell and G. Dolling
5th International Symposium on the Chemistry of the
Organic Solid State, Brandeis University,
Waltham, Massachusetts
June 13-16, 1978

4(1
QUASI FREE SCATTERING OF POLARIZED PROTONS FROM Ca
P. Kitching, L. Antonuk, D.A. Hutcheon, W.J. McDonald,
C.A. Miller, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, G.M. Stinson,
E.D. Earle and A.W. Stetz
3rd International Conference on Clustering Aspects of
Nuclear Structure and Nuclear Reaction,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba
June 19-23, 1978

The lectures listed above may not be available in print.
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS BRANCH

G.E. Lee-Whiting

4.1 Staff

4.2 Neutron Flux Depression in Self-Powered Detectors

4.3 Neutronic Studies of Graphite-Thorium(Metal) Assemblies

4.4 Neutron Diffraction in Plastic Crystals

4.5 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

4.6 A Theoretical Study of Scattering Amplitudes in Nucleus-
Nucleus Collisions

4.7 Second-Order Perturbation Calculations for Liquid 3He

4.8 Corrections to the Single-Particle Gamow-Teller Matrix
Element

4.9 Solution of Laplace's Equations for Electrostatic Mirrors

4.10 Theory of Dissipative Heavy-Ion Collisions

4.11 Reports, Publications, and Lectures
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4.1 Staff

Branch Head:

M.
P.C.
S.A.
H.C.
V.F.
I.S.

G.E. Lee-W

Harvey
Khanna
Kushneriuk
Lee
Sears
Towner

K.B. Winterbon

Visitors

S. Ayik (1)
E.E. Bloemhoff (2)
A.E. Jacobs (3)
S. Ramavataram (4)

Secretarial Staff

M.t. Carey

(1) NRC Post-Dc toral Fellow; arrived August 30/77,
(2) Summer studeit from ^iiiv. of British Columbia; arrived

May 2/78.'
(3) Visiting professor from Univ. of Toronto; arrived July 4/77.
(4) Visiting professor from University Laval; arrived June 19/78.
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4.2 Neutron Flux Depression in Self-Powered Detectors

S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong (Math, and Computation Branch)

A series of experiments have been c?*-ried out

by C.J. Allan of the Reactor Control Branch to determine the

changes in the response of in-core, self-powered detectors to

neutrons and gamma-ray radiation due to changes in the material

composition and sizes of the detector emitter, and the thickness

of the MgO insulating layer and the Inconel sheath surrounding

the emitter. The emitters considered were made either of

vanadium, cobalt or platinvw.

An important consideration in the analysis of the

experimental data on the response is the relative magnitude of

the radiation flux in the different regions of the detector,

and in the vicinity of the detector. To obtain information

about the neutron component of the radiation, collision-proba-

bility methods were used to derive estimates of the neutron-flux

depression in the different regions of the detector. The

neutronic code ANISN is now also being used to determine these

factors as well as the relative neutron flux in the vicinity

of the detector.

4.3 Neutronic Studies of Graphite-Thorium(Metal) Assemblies

S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong (Math, and Computation Branch)

P.J. Martel et al. of the Universite du Quebec

Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique at Varennes

have proposed to undertake neutran-activation-analysis studies

of graphite-thorium(metal) assemblies, using accelerator-

generated, 14.1 MeV, DT-source neutrons for the irradiation.

An evaluation has been made of the neutron fluxes that may be

expected in the assemblies, using the neutronics code ANISN.

The evaluation was made for the purpose of assessing the feasi-

bility of the experimental procedures to be adopted in the

study, e.g. by providing information on the disintegration
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rates that may be achieved in the activated foils, and for

the purpose of providing an insight as to possible energy

regions below 14.1 MeV that might be of particular interest.

4.4 Neutron Diffraction in Plastic Crystals

V.F. Sears with G. Dolling and B.M. Powell (N.S.S.P. Branch)

The work described in PR-P-117.-4.4 (AECL-6177)

has been extended by taking into account the center-of-mass

lattice vibrations of the CBr. molecules, which produce a

decrease in the intensities of the Bragg peaks and a corres-

ponding ircrease in the diffuse scattering. Excellent agree-

ment between theory and experiment is now obtained, for both

the Bragg scattering and the diffuse scattering, for all scat-

tering angles at which data is available (5° to 86°) with the

exception of the range 20° to 30°. In this range the observed

diffuse scattering is similar to that observed in molecular

liquids (e.g. C Cl^ , N_, Br.) just above the main diffraction

maximum; the diffuse scattering in these liquids is character-

istic of the effsct of orientational correlations among the

molecules. Such an explanation would also be consistent with

our results, since such correlations have been neglected in

the theoretical calculations. This work is now being prepared

for publication.

4.5 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.3. Winterbori

Previous work on the depth distribution of

recoils (PR-P-115:4.6 (AECL-5960)) has been resumed. The pro-

gram has been extended to calculate recoil distribution in the

unequal-mass case (projectile and target atoms different) and

to treat polyatomic targets.

When profiling solids by sputtering techniques,

there is some mixing of the target by the sputtering beam.
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Let N(x,x_) be the density of atoms at x, after prolonged

bombardment, which were originally at x-x^. If the depen-

dence on x is neglected, the moments in x.. of N can be

obtained from a differential equation with coefficients depend-

ing on moments of the recoil distribution. For monatomic tar-

gets, the distribution goes to a saturation value, with the

standard deviation of N being AS , the skewness BS ' , and

the kurtosis 3+CS, where S is the sputtering yield. Using

m=1/3 power-law scattering, A increases from 0.137 of the

projectile range for a (target/projectile) mass ratio of 20 to

a maximum of 1.18 for a mass ratio of 0.25, decreasing to 1.01

at 0.05. In the equal-mass case B = 0.485 and C = 0.615, both

decreasing to 0.1 or less for mass ratios of 20 or 1/20.

The net recoil density (NRD) is defined as the

number density of interstitials minus the number density of

vacancies. Moments of the NRD may be obtained by a trivial

modification of the existing program for calculating moments

of damage distributions, or may be obtained from combinations

of moments of the recoil distribution, and so provide a check

on the recoil distribution program. The NRD is proportional

to x*"1' 2 for small positive x, so none of the existing programs

for obtaining densities from moments works satisfactorily. A

program was written to obtain the density by numerical inversion

of the Fourier transform, with the logarithmic derivative of

the latter being represented by continued fraction approximants,

these being obtainable from the moments of the NRD. With this

method one can specify the form of the discontinuity at the

origin, i.e., x~^' . Convergence of the approximants appears

to be adequate.

In a polyatomic target the difference of the NRDs

for the target constituents give the changes in stoichiometry

due to bombardment. Some test cases have been calculated, but

the results have not yet: been examined in any detail.
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4.6 A Theoretical Study of Scattering Amplitudes in Nucleus-

Nucleus Collisions

M. Harvey

The pictorial results from time dependent Hartree-

Fock (TDHF) calculations in the current literature seem to

mirror the classical picture of the scattering of two "soft"

objects, through a certain scattering angle. The calculations

as they stand, however, do not describe the actual experimental

situation of many exit channels (i.e. a distribution of fragment

mass over all scattering angles) for each entrance channel.

The problem still remains therefore to describe the scattering

amplitudes for heavy-nucleus collisions. We have taken the

view that the TDHP formalism can describe the wave function of

the entrance channel up to, and perhaps during the interaction

of the two nuclei but that for later times the wave function

must contain all the complexities of all exit channels. For

these later times we assume the wave function to be described

by a linear combination of the TDHF solutions of all possible

exit channels: the time-dependent amplitudes in this expansion

give the scattering amplitudes as time tends to infinity. We

have derived pcrturbative expressions for the scattering ampli-

tudes in an approximation that involves only the time-dependent

overlap functions (and their derivatives) of the various TDHF

solutions. The complexity of the final result would seem to

limit the application to all but the simplest cases.

4.7 Second-Order Perturbation Calculations for Liquid He

F.C. Khanna and E. Bloemhoff

A computer program is being set up to calculate

second-ordei perturbation corrections to the ground state

energy of liquid He. Our intention is to use the program

for two additional purposes:

Work performed in part while a Senior Visiting Fellow at the Univer-
sity of Manchester and Daresbury Laboratory, England.
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a) to calculate the width of the zero-sound excitation

in liquid He due to the admixture of 2p-2h states in the

lp-lh states which within random phase approximation form

the basic structure of the excitations in the liquid.

b) to estimate the distribution of the 2p-2h states as a

function of wave-vector transfer q and energy transfer w.

This should help in estimating the contribution of 2p-2h

states to the f-sum rule.

4.8 Corrections to the Single-Particle Gamow-Teller Matrix Element

I.S. Towner and F.C. Khanna

The core-polarization and meson-exchange current

corrections to Gamow-Teller B-decay matrix elements for closed-

shell-plus (or minr.s)-one nuclei have been calculated in second-

order perturbation theory. It is found that the largest cor-

rection to the single-particle matrix element arises from con-

figuration mixing of the single particle with two-par.ticle one-

hole (2p-lh) and three particle two-hole (3p-2h) configurations

of high excitation. The tensor component of the one-pion

ê -"-hange potential is largely responsible for this. Introducing

the one-rho-meson exchange potential, which has a tensor com-

ponent of opposite sign, moderates this result by some 20 to

30 percent. The one-omega-meson exchange potential has little

influence.

Incorporating A-particle nucleon-hole configura-

tions introduces a first-order perturbation correction, as

well as modifying the second-order result just discussed.

For j = t-\ single-particle states the first- and second-order

A-contributions are both of the same sign and both moderate

the nucleons-only result. For j = H+h states these two A-

corrections are of opposite sign and the resultant has only a

small influence.
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The largest meson-exchange current correction

arises from the p-ir diagram? it is coherent with, but smaller

than the configuration-mixing correction.

All calculations were performed with harmonic

oscillator wave functions with no two-body correlations con-

sidered, other than the rather crude procedure of introducing

a sharp cut-off at small distances on all radial integrals.

The results are quite sensitive to this cut-off parameter;

with a value of 0.8 fm good agreement between theory and

experiment can be obtained. However a more serious considera-

tion of two-body correlations is needed.

4.9 Solution of Laplace's Equations for Electrostatic Mirrors

G.E. Lee-Whiting

Bosi (Rev. Sci. Instr. 42(1972)475) claims

to have discovered a method for obtaining exact solutions

to Laplace's equations for boundary values corresponding to

several different electrostatic mirrors. Conformal mapping

has been used to show that his solution (in at least the

planar case) cannot be correct. The true solution contains

logarithms of the ratio of two length parameters, which can-

not be represented by the series used by Bosi.

4.10 Theory of Dissipative Keavy-Ion Collisions

S. Ayik -

Work started earlier ;?>"!-P-117:4.10 (AECL-6177))

on dissipative heavy-ion collisions has continued. We are

studying ion-ion ollision (or fission) in an adiabatic repre-

sentation in which the basis functions depend on the collective

variables {«} of the system. This allows us to consider the

collective energy and the intrinsic excitation (heat) energy

separately. By assuming an appropriate time dependence for a

and that the internal system is thermalized on a very short
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time scale, we obtain the following result for the rate of

change of the energy:

where the friction coefficient is defined by

Y = £ |<n|^i|ni>|' (-2TT) - ^ — * ( u n m'

n,m

the collective mass parameter is given by

M=

and F is the free energy of the system.
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4.11 Reports, Publications, and Lectures

Publications

RENORMALISATION FOR COLLECTIVE MOTION WITHIN A TRUNCATED SPACE
OF THE SPHERICAL SHELL MODEL. II. PROJECTED FRAME IN A
SCHEMATIC MODEL
M. Harvey, H.C. Lee and P. Amiot (University Laval)
Annals of Physics 112(1978)1.

THE RECOGNITION OF COLLECTIVE FEATURES IN THE SPHERICAL SHELL MODEL
M. Harvey
Supp. Jour. Phys. Soc. Japan 44(1978)127

EXCITATIONS OF ISOLATED CLUSTERS OF MAGNETIC IONS
E.C. Svensson, M. Harvey, W.J.L. Buyers and T.M. Holden
23rd Annual Conf. on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials
J. Appl. Phys. 42(1978)3.

Lectures

CONSISTENCY OF DEFORMED AND SPHERICAL SHELL MODEL?
M. Harvey
given at Birmingham U. (25 May/78) and Manchester U. (31 May/78).

PARITY NONCONSERVATION AND PHOTO-DISINTEGRATION OF DEUTERON
WITH CIRCULARLY POLARIZED PHOTONS
H.C. Lee
given at Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, April 15/78.

A SURVEY OF STUDIES IN CANADA ON FISSION-FUSION HYBRID SYSTEMS
S.A. Kushneriuk
given at a CNA-CAP sponsored Symposium on Fusion Energy held
in Montreal, April 11-12/78.

THEORY OF THERMAL NEUTRON SCATTERING
V.F. Sears
Two lectures given at the Neutron Scattering Summer School,
CRNL, Chalk River, Ontario, June 19/78.

BUILDING BLOCKS OF MATTER
M. Harvey
given to the Deep River Science Association, April 14/78.
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MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION BRANCH

D. McPherson

Staff

CDC CYBER 170/6600 System

CDC 3300 System and Communication System

PDP-10 System
Computer-aided Control System for the
Superconducting Cyclotron and MP Tandem

Neutron Spectrometer Control System

Simulation of Processor-Disc Systems to
Study Disc Servicing Characteristics

Recrystallization Kinetics of Zircaloy-4

Differential Equations

Stress Analysis - MARC

Acquisition of Programs for Fault-Tree Analysis

Information Systems

A Formal Solution of the Diffusion Equation
for Energetic Ion Dechanneling in Crystals

Neutronic Studies of Graphite-Thorium
Assemblies

Neutron Flux Depression in Self-Powered
Detectors

Miscellaneous Programs and Subroutines

Operations

Publications, Reports and Lectures
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Branch Head: D. McPherson

Section I; Systems

Head:
D. McPherson

Programmer/Analysts:
J.A. Edgecombe
L.D.J. Hansen
J.F. Steljes
C.J. Tanner

Programmer:
E.A. Okazaki

Section II: Opsrations

Head:
G.N. Williams

Programmer/Analyst:
B.B. Ostrom

Operations Supervisor:
P. McGandy

(1)

Section III: Mathematical
Services and Applications

Operator Supervisor:
A.A. Laroche

Computer Operators:
K.M.
M.H.
L.P.
M.E.
J.A.
C M .
N.E.
D.L.

Bjarbo
Burke

L. Cybulski
Edwards
Kempstead
Hepburn
Oelke
Roach

M. Robertson
R.A.
L. J.

Spicer
Sutton

(2)

(3)

(4)

Head:
J.M. Blair

Mathematical Analysts:
G.H. Keech
W.N. Selander

Programmer/Analysts
M.B.
L.E.
P.Y.

Carver
Evans
Wong

Programmers:
R.M.
K.R.
K.D.
D.V.
E.G.
B.E.
P.L.
B.V.
D.G.
J.W.

Ananny
Chaplin
Clark
Hanley
Long
Purcell
Ragde
Riff
Stewart
Wendorf

Secretarial Staff

K.F.
H.J.
D.A.

Barnard
Bugno
Norlock

(5)

(6)
(7)

(3)

(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
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(1) Maternity leave from January 3 to June 29.
(2) Summer student from Carleton University, joined branch

May 2.
(3) Joined branch April 19.
(4) Summer student from St. Lawrence College, joined branch

May J,5.
(5) Summer student from Carleton University, joined branch

May 24.
(6) Joined branch May 8.
(7) Summer student from University of British Columbia,

joined branch May 3.
(8) Waterloo student, joined branch May 1.
(9) Waterloo student, terminated April 28.
(10) Maternity leave January 15 to June 2.
(11) Part time, terminated April 28.
(12) Part time, joined branch April 27 and terminated

June 2.
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5.2 CDC CYBER 170/6600 System

(i) Operating System and Programming Languages

(a) QUERY UPDATE

C,J. Tanner

The latest versions of QUERY UPDATE and Data

Description language released by CDC have been prepared for

testing before being put into the operating system. These

versions have the following new features:

(1) Ability to describe relationships between files and

thus read a composite record consisting of fields from

different files.

(2) Revised communication ;:o data base procedures.

(3) Revised logging facility.

(4) Ability to put permanent file parameters for area files

in the sub-schema.

During the testing a number of programming" errors

have been isolated and corrected. The new versions will

probably be put into the system during the next quarter.

(b) SPITBOL

H. Keech

A permanent copy of CDC SPITBOL 6000 has been

purchased from New York University. Local modifications

are being tested, and the system is being prepared for

release to users of the SNOBOL4 language.

Indications are that most SNOBOL programs can be

processed by the SPITBOL compiler with a few changes.

(c) Device Independent Graphics System

J.W. Wendorf and G.N. Williams

The major portion of the coding for the device

independent graphics system is complete. Device dependent

handlers have been written for the Computek, Tektronix 4015
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displays and the Calcomp plotters. Testing of the complete

system is under way and device dependent handlers are being

written for the Tektronix 4012 and Hewlett Packard 2648A

displays.

(ii) Subroutine Libraries

(a) AELIB

L.E. Evans and B.E. Purcell

The first draft of the new AELIB manual, AECL-

6076, is almost finished- As last reported in PR-P-116,

5.2(ii)a, AECL-6083, Part A, describing in general the usage

of AELIB, is complete. Part B contains the writeups for

AELIB routines/ as well as comparisons of routines and usage

recommendations. Sections completed since the last report

are:

1-3 Physics Functions (with G.H. Keech)

1-5 Random Number Generation (with J.M. Blair)

1-7 Matrix and Vector Manipulation (with J.M. Blair and
M.B. Carver)

1-8 Linear Equations and Matix Inversion (with J.M. Blair
and M.B. Carver)

1-10 Sol-ution of Nonlinear Equations and Functions Extre~a
(with M.B. Carver and P.Y. Wong)

1-11 Fitting User Specified Functions to Data

1-12 Data Smoothing and Approximation (with J.M. Blair)

1-14 Interpolation (with J.M. Blair)

1-15 Differentiation (with M.B. Carver)

1-16 Integration of User Supplied Functions (with M.B. Carver)

2-1 Plotting

2-2 Input/Output Routines (with G.H. Keech)

2-3 Tabular Data Manipulation

2-4 Character and Bit String Manipulation

2-5 System Facilities

Features added to this manual since the last

report include a new updating procedure and a cross ref-

erence list for utility subprogram modules.
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Preparations are underway for a major AELIB update

to coincide with the issuing of the new manual. This update

will include new routines in the areas of linear regression,

ordinary differential equations, plotting, character mani-

pulation and data management. Some routines will also be

removed and known problems fixed. Although the last update

to AELIB was almost a year ago, on 1977 August 22, no

further changes to AELIB will be made until up-to-date

documentation, i.e. AECL-6076, is available.

(b) Review of Random Number Generators

K.R. Chaplin

Recent methods in random number generation were

reviewed, and two new algorithms were developed: (i) a

new method for generating exponentially distributed numbers,

(ii) a partially new method for generating normally dis-

tributed numbers. These are now being tested and prepared

for inclusion into AELIB.

5.3 CDC 3300 System and Coitimunication System

(i) Use of Card-punching Utilities by Terminals

E.A. Okazaki

The 3300 system was modified to allow 3300 utility

jobs which produce cardpunch files, to be submitted from

terminals. Formerly these utilities were available only for

files submitted through the central site card-readers.

(ii) Remote Job Entry Terminals

J.F. Steljes

The Gandalf exchange has been extended to handle

the switching of dedicated synchronous lines which com-

municate with RJE terminals. This will permit the sharing

of a number of computer ports by a larger number of RJE

terminals in the same fashion as asynchronous ports are now

shared by keyboard terminals.
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(iii) REDNET - Computing Centre Communication

G.N. Williams

A Modcomp IV computer has been installed in the

Electronics Branch in Building 600. Installation and

testing of the CDC 200 User Terminal emulator provided by

Modcomp is in progress.

5.4 PDP-10 System

J.A. EdgeCombe

During the quarter, MACRO version 53, LINK version

4, BLISS version 7E, SYSERR version 10A and version 603.4 of

the monitor were installed. Version 603.5 of the monitor,

which includes DEC-distributed major modifications to the

system scheduling algorithms and allows a larger file name

space is being tested.

A problem with graphics mode output on the TEKTRONICS

4010 terminal, believed to be hardware-generated, was traced

to incorrect software function settings.

The DEC-10 to PDP-11 channel interface is being

tested.

The microprocessor software for control of the QD

mass spectrometer magnet has been written. The necessary

printed circuit boards have been manufactured. Construction

of the microprocessor system is not yet complete.

An upgrade to tho communications with the Mathe-

matics and Computation computer systems, required in order

to implement modem control, and thus share ports on the

3300, has been designed and the circuit boards ordered.

Testing of the microprocessor interface to the

display unit has been complicated by hardware problems in

the interrupt control area within the microprocessor.
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Two update tapes to the DECUS program library were

received and examined. Testing of selected program has

begun.

5.5 Computer-aided Control System for the

Superconducting Cyclotron and MP Tandem

L.D. Hansen

i) MUMTI Manual

A procedure was established to transport ASCII

information on 9-track magnetic tape from the PDP 11/34 to

the Computing Centre for processing on the document quality

printing facility. This procedure was successfully used to

obtain quality printing of the MUMTI manual prepared by

B.F. Greiner of the Technical Information Branch.

ii) Cyclotron Field Mapping

A process for transferring field mapping data from

the PDP 11/34 to the Computing Centre on 9-track magnetic

tape was developed. The process involves using a FORTRAN-

coded PDP 11/34 program and the PIP utility program to write

an ANSI standard labelled multi-file tape wherein the data

are represented witH ASCII code. A CDC 6600/CYBER 170

FORTRAN-coded program was written to retrieve this data from

the magnetic tape and store it on permanent file in binary

representation.

iii) . Hahn-Meitner Software

Installation of the software received from the

Hahn-Meitner Institute in December 1977 is proceeding. The

CAMAC driving system, system variable access system and

touch panel driving system are all functional. The biggest

single probleu in the installation was changing the software

appropriately to allow for the absence of a PDP 11/40

floating point unit on the PDP 11/34.

See also PR-P-118, 2.25, AECL-6216.
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5.6 Neutron Spectrometer Control System

H. Keech

A new FORTRAN compiler and new libraries have been

generated for the RT-11 system.

Work is progressing on a supervisory program to

interactively control other tasks.

5.7 Simulation of Processor-Disc Systems
to Study Disc Servicing Characteristics

L.E. Evans, B.E. Purcell and A. Yeung, Electronic Systems
Branch

The work reported in PR-P-117, 5.12, AECL-6177,

was continued. Specifications for a two-processor two-disc

simulation were drawn up, detailed flow charts prepared, and

programming started. In this simulation, the input and out-

put (I/O) requests are generated the same way as reported

previously, specifying the destination device and the arrival

and service times. New, however, the seek and transfer

portions of the servicing are initiated separately.

The main features of this new system are as fol-

lows :

(a) The processor accepts I/O requests and maintains queues

of requests waiting for service. Disc interrupts for

both seeking and transferring may be generated by the

processor. The requests causing these interrupts are

then given service priority when the disc becomes

available.

(b) A disk is "busy" when it is either seeking or trans-

ferring. Once a seek has taken place on a disc, that

disc is committed to the transfer of that data.

(c) Since both disc devices share the same controller

channel to each processor, only one disc at a time is

permitted to transfer data to/from a processor. How-

ever, the controller can initiate overlapping seeks for
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the two discs, this shortening the actual service time of

some I/O requests.

5. 8 Recrystallization Kinetics of Zircaloy-4

J.M. Blair and K.R. Chaplin

The equation

g| = -AQ exp(-Q/RT)f

is used in fuel transient analysis codes to model the

unrecrystallized fraction f of Zircaloy-4 fuel sheathing as

a function of time t, where A. is a parameter, Q is the

activation energy for the recrystallization process, R is

the gas constant, and T is absolute temperature. For a

temperature variation defined by

Tx + at, 0 <_ t <_ tj

T2, t2 < t < t2

T 3 + 3 (t3-t) , t2 <_ t <_ t3,

where a and B are the heating and cooling rates respec-

tively, that is for a ramp up, followed by a hold, followed

by a ramp down, the solution of the differential equation is

f = 2 ^ 2 ^ ^ j 2 i 2

- _ ^ f ' i V U ( Q / R T ) - T E J Q / R T ) ] }
^ ti 2 2 3 *̂  3

E2(x) is the exponential integral defined by

r°° e"XU

E
2
(x) = A ̂ du-

Using recrystallization data provided by C.3.L. Hunt,

Fuel Engineering Branch* we have determined XQ
and Q by a least squares fit. The resulting activation

energy is about 6% less than the value currently used in the

NIRVANA code. However, the data are such that Q cannot be

determined to better than about one digit, and the two
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parameters are highly correlated. This jtieans that extra-

polations with the model beyond the range of the data have a

high degree of uncertainty.

5.9 Differential Equations

i) Ordinary Differential Equation Integration

M.B. Carver and D.G. Stewart

Following the testing of integration algorithms

described in PR-P-117, 5.14(i), AECL-6177, the two most

effective routines have been chosen for inclusion in the

IALIIB subroutine library. The first, RKFINT, is a Runge-

Kutta-Fehlberg fourth-order roucine with step size control-

led by a fifth-order error estimate. This is a single

subroutine, and is suitable for integration of most well-

behaved equation sets. The second, STIFFZ, is a polyalgo-

rithm, or package of subroutines designed to efficiently

handle large sets of nonlinear or stiff equation sets. It

is a variable order, variable step size routine in which the

permissible maximum step size required to maintain accuracy

is closely related to the characteristics of the Jacobian

matrix. A number of options for automatically manipulating

the Jacobian are included, including a sparse natrix option.

Despite the radical differences in program size

and complexity, both RKFINT and STIFFZ address the same

problem of numerically integrating a set of ordinary dif-

ferential equations using an optimal step size to stay

within a prescribed local truncation error. They will,

therefore, have identical calling sequences in the library.

ii) The FORSIM Differential Equation Package

M.B. Carver and D.G. Stewart

FORSIM as used at CRNL uses a dynamic memory

management feature which ensures that only sufficient core

required to complete the calculations is commandeered by the
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program. A related feature permits FORSIM to switch auto-

matically to a simpler integration option if the option

requested would require more than declared job card field

length. A simple technique involving a slightly different

use of blank common has been developed to permit the program

to run on other computers while still retaining these

features.

FORSIM uses the new integration routines STIFFZ

and RKFINT exclusively.

iii) Mathematical Modelling of
Radiolysis of Water and Air

M.B. Carver and \.W. Boyd (Physical Chemistry
Branch)

Initial attempts to integrate the kinetics equa-

tions describing the radiolysis of water over long terms of

up to 10 seconds had been unsuccessful unless the two

algebraic equations of mass and charge balance were -used to

replace two differential equations previously. Further

sensitivity analysis revealed an extremely strong dependance

on the primary yield input parameters, and it was discovered

that a very slight imbalance in the original data had been

the seed of the previous long-term deterioration of the

balance relationships. Imposing a stringent balance re-

quirement on the primary yield data permitted the calcula-

tion to proceed smoothly to steady state without the in-

sertion of the algebraic mass and charge equations. Bas-

ically the problem hinges on the common computational con-

undrum of what numerical approximation is acceptable as

effectively zero.

Having established an acceptable approximation to

zero, however, the program was able to proceed to problem

times exceeding 10 seconds in about 2 seconds CPU time.

Computed results were then compared to three sets of ex-

perimental data comprising a range of irradiation dose rates
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and initial concentrations, and found to agree well within

the uncertainty margin of the reaction rate constants data.

(iv) Mass Action Chemical Kinetics
Simulation Package, MACKSIM

M.B. Carver

Because of the success of FORSIM on the radiolysis

problem, a request arose from the Physical Chemistry Branch

to produce a program with a chemical equation input, as used

in the existing WR20 program, combined with the FORSIM inte-

gration routines. This program is now complete in an oper-

ational first draft stage, primarily an uneasy marriage of

WR?O and FORSIM. However, because the out-dated numerical

techniques in WR20 required considerable extraneous manipula-

tion, it is more efficient to write an entirely new program.

The program re-design allows the possibility of

using a sparse matrix method for handling the Jacobian

matrix, which should considerably improve even the computing

times quoted in (iii) above. This is made possible by the

explicit mathematical statement of the mass action kinetics

equations as follows:

The reaction

eaA + ebB - ecc + edD (1)

where e are integers, removes reactants A and B from the

system(-) to form C and D(+) at a rate R.=±r.[Al ^ B] b

where r. is the rate constant, and [] denotes concentra-

tion. Thus in a set of m coupled reactions involving n

species the time derivative for the concentration of a

species F^ is the sum of terms each due to one of m reac-

tions including F and involving P^ reactants:
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ki

m i e..
3 1= I (±)e, r. n [F..] 3 1 (2)

i=l rki x j=l ]

Thus the elements of the Jacobian matrix are

3Fi I 3t J
m ,
l (±)ef ef ri[Ff] u

i=l fki f£i 1 ^

1

and any scheme which can assemble the derivative equa-

tions (2) from the chemical reaction equations (1) can

also evaluate the Jacobian terms (3)•

On completion, the package will also contain

plotting facilities. These are also first stage opera-

tional.

5.10 Stress Analysis - MARC

B.V. Riff

The H.3 release of MARC was received and tested.

This release contained no new features, but corrected

errors in the H.2 release. The H.3 release has been made

available to users on a test file, and is scheduled to

come into regular use on July 4. .

During this period MARC was attached on

average 12 times a day.

5.11 Acquisition of Programs for Fault-Tree Analysis

J.M. Blair

At the request of W.A. Wolfe, Special Projects

Division, and J.C. McCardle, Heavy Water Projects, the

programs MOCUS, SOPERPOCOS and TREDRA for fault-tree ana-

lysis and plotting were purchased from J.B.F. Associates,
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Knoxville, Tennessee. The programs were installed on the

system on 1978 March 20-23. Numerous modifications were

necessary to convert from IBM to CDC FORTRAN and to utilize

the local plotting routines, and several members of the

branch assisted with the conversion (L.E. Evans, G.H. Keech,

B.E. Purcell, B.V. Riff, P.Y. Wong).

The programs are now being maintained by P.Y. Wong,

and are available for general use.

5.12 Information Systems

(i) REDNET Document Lists

C.J. Tanner and K.D. Clark

A program to produce lists of documents was writ-

ten for the REDNET project. Each document in the REDNET

project is given a number which indicates which area of the

project the document describes and thus in which document

list it is found.

As well as listing documents directly describing a

certain area, a document list will also list documents

describing similar areas which have been cross referenced

to it. -

At present the document list file is being main-

tained by QUERY UPDATE but a program will be written shortly

to add new records to the file.

(ii) Radiation

C.J. Tanner and E.G. Long

A subsystem of the Central Personnel Records

System to process and store radiation data on AECL employees

is currently being tested.

'he radiation Subsystem consists of the following

three files:
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(a) Radiation Summary File: Contains the current radiation

data for each employee.

(b) Radiation Details File: Contains details of a.ll radia-

tion received during the past 12 months.

(c) Radiation History File: Contains a history of the

radiation received by an employee during his employment

with AECL (not in use yet) .

So far, two programs have been written to process

these files:

(a) Update Program: This program reads radiation doses from

the TLD badges and tritium doses from urinanalysis,

and after checking for some types of errors adds the

data to the radiation files. This program allows

corrections to be made manually to any data on file.

(b) Report Program: This program produces reports from the

Radiation Files. Every two weeks cards are sent to

employees who have received more than 20 mR and- a list

of these employees is sent to their branch head. Every

quarter summaries of radiation received during the

quarter is produced.

- This subsystem should be in operation by the end

of the quarter.

(iii) Payroll Calculation and Update

B.E. Purcell

A program was written for Finance Division to sum-

marize, by branch, payrolls for hourly rate employees, con-

cluding with an overall summary of total regular and overtime

hours worked for the branch in question. Checks to ensure

validity of employee number and proper rates of pay for each

employee were incorporated.
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(iv) Address Label Program

K.D. Clark

A program to generate address labels using informa-

tion from the Retired Employees File was written for Staff

Development and Welfare,

5.13 A Formal Solution of the Diffusion Equation
for Energetic Ion Dechanneling in Crystals

W.N. Selander et al.

See PR-CMa-45, 1.7.2, AECL-6327.

5.14 Neutronic Studies of Graphite-Thorium Assemblies

P.Y. Wong et al.

See PR-P-118, 4.3, AECL-6216.

5.15 Neutron Flux Depression
in Self-Powered Detectors

P.Y. Wong et al.

See PR-P-118, 4.2, AECL-6216.

5.16 Miscellaneous Programs and Subroutines

(i) Program to Read Paper Tape ancl Punch Cards

B.V. Riff

" A FORTRAN program,to transfer Bruce failed fuel

monitor data from paper tape to punched cards, was writ-

ten for J. Williams of Reactor Control Branch.

(ii) Modification to Program SCIN

B.V. Riff

SCIN is a program to handle data from the Nuclear

Chicago liquid scintillation counters. The program was

modified for M.C. Paterson, Biology Branch, to provide

the options of reading the paper tape data from all four
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of the scintillation counters in use. Changes were also

required to the plotting routines of SCIN.

5.17 Operations

(i) New Communications Equipment

B.B. Ostrom and J.F. Steljes

Bell Canada completed the consolidation of

their data and voice lines within Building 508 and

between Buildings 508 and 461.

Replacement of a portion of the Gandlaf PACX-II

now provides the facility of sharing of computer ports by

dedicated-line synchronous terminals.

(ii) Programs for Collecting and Reporting
Job and System Statistics

(a) Dayfile Processing

E.A. Okazaki, D.G. Stewart and B.B. Ostrom

A program has been written to merge the separate

dayfiles from the 6600 and the 170 into strictly chronolog-

ical sequence/ substantially simplifying subsequent pro-

cessing. A module has also been added to the dayfile

processing job to determine which computer it is running

on and request the appropriate disc and tape files with-

out requiring operator intervention.

(b) Magnetic Tape Inventory Program';

B.V. Riff, B.B. Ostrom and W.J. Irving (CDC)

The control statement which requests that a new

tape be assigned to an executing job now assigns the

next available tape from an inventory file, eliminating

operator decision and intervention (and significant risk

of error, especially when more than one request is pending

at the same time). Appropriate changes have been made to

the inventory file and to other programs which use it.
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(c) Terminal Usage Statistics

J.F. Steljes and E.A. Okazaki

A system has been set up to monitor keyboard

terminal activity and report usage according to branch

and user. The system both monitors activity, e.g.

to ensure the correct distribution of ports amongst the

various port speeds, and provides the data required for

assigning time and terminal costs according to use.

(d) Plotting Time

D.G. Stewart

A program has been written to determine the

correlation between plot times estimated at program

execution time and the actual time of plotting. The

program is to be used to help refine the estimated plot

time, and thus ensure that the plot time estimate can be

used reliably to assign a plot file priority, which -in

turn is used for scheduling the three Calcomp plotters.
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(iii) Computer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs

processed during the quarter:

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

HEAVY WATER PROJECTS

POWER PROJECTS

WHITESHELL

CRNL:

COMPUTING CENTRE

CONTRACTS

TECH. INFORM. UNIV. REL1NS

OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT

BIOLOGY AND HEALTH PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY AND MATERIALS

PHYSICS

ELECTRONICS INST. AND CONTROL

ADV. PROJECTS, REACTOR PHYSICS

FUELS AND MATERIALS

ADMINISTRATION

MEDICAL

FINANCE

OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE AND CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL SERVICES

PLANT DESIGN

SPECIAL PROJECTS

OTHERS

NUMBER OF

0

1157

14190

2349

31177

1154

1911

0

1726

2392

5021

505

9547

11020

841

163

1343

3904

. 5
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92518
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01%)

08%)

80%)
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UTILIZATION
SYSTEM SECONDS

0.

10214.

462883.

256127.

327729.

15232.

10287.

0.

21660.

174330.

170764.

3784.

172260.

196253.

6385.

154.

8759.

64987.

1.

517.

26266.
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,72

58
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15
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08

94

11
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5.18 Publications, Reports and Lectures

Reports

HYDRODYNAMIC TRANSIENTS IN THE GENTILLY-1 STEAM MAINS,
PART 1: INERTIAL ANALYSIS
E.O. Moeck (Reactor Control Branch) and P.Y. Wong
Proceedings of the Fifth Simulation Symposium on Reactor
Dynamics and Plant Control, 1978 April 26-27, Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba, Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited unpublished internal report WNRE-
408.

HYDRODYNAMIC TRANSIENTS IN THE GENTILLY-1 STEAM MAINS,
PART 2: ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
W.N. Selander and P.Y. Wong
Proceedings of the Fifth Simulation Symposium on Reactor
Dynamics and P.̂ ant Control, 1978 April 26-27, Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba, Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited unpublished internal report WNRE-
408.

THE METHOD OF LINES AND THE ADVECTIVE EQUATION
M.B. Carver and H.W. Hinds (Reactor Control Branch)
Proceedings of the Fifth Simulation Symposium on Reactor
Dynamics and Plant Control, 1978 April 26-27, Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba, Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited unpublished internal report WNRE-
408.

UPWIND WEIGHTED RESIDUAL METHODS FOR FIRST ORDER HYPERBOLIC
EQUATIONS
M.B. Carver
Proceedings of the Fifth Simulation Symposium on Reactor
Dynamics and Pi ant Control, 1978 April 26-27, Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba, Atomic
Energy cf Canada Limited unpublished internal report WNRE-
408.

THE FORSIM VI SIMULATION PACKAGE
M.B. Carver
Proceedings of the Fifth Simulation Symposium on Reactor
Dynamics and Plant Control, 1S78 April 26-27, Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba, Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited unpublished internal report WNRE-
408.

PERT/CRNL: A PROGRAM FOR PROJECT PLANNING
P.Y. Wong
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited report AECL-6091, 1978
April.

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER, Vol. 5, Nos. 3, 4 and 5, Edited
by L.E. Evans
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Lectures

M.B. Carver, Program Chairman of the International
Symposium SIMULATION, MODELLING AND DECISION IN ENERGY
SYSTEMS, Sponsored by IASTED (International Association
for Science and Technology for Economic Development and
IMACS (International Association for Mathematics and
Computers in Simulation) 1978 June 1-2, Montreal, Quebec.
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS BRANCH

J.S. Praser

6.1 Staff

5.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 Injector Test Experiment
6.2.2 Ion Source Development
6.2.3 High Current Test Facility
6.2.4 Electron Test Accelerator
6.2.5 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at

TRIUMF

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source
6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

6.4.1 Ion Source Development
6.4.2 High Current Test Facility
6.4.3 Electron Test Accelerator
6.4.4 Fast Intense Neutron Source
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6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 Injector Test Experiment

M.R. Shubaly and J.D. Hepburn

The Accelerator Physics Branch is studying the

technical feasibility of high current proton accelerator

for fissile-to-fertile fue.1. conversion by the spallation

process. The present concept calls for a 750 kV, 500 mA dc

proton accelerator as the injector. Experience with the

High Current Test Facility injector and the Fast Intense

Neutron Source (FINS) accelerator has demonstrated the need

for a facility dedicated to the development of ion beam

extraction and conditioning systems, high voltage accelerating

columns and beam transport and diagnostic equipment. The

Injector Test Facility (ITF) is being designed to perform

this role.

A major problem in high current dc accelerators

is column arc-down caused by backstreaming electrons. This

problem, along with other considerations has indicated the

advantage of a two-stage injector in which a 50 kV pre-

accelerator column is followed by beam analysis and con-

ditioning to ensure that only a clear, well-defined proton

beam of known size and divergence enters the main accelerating

column. Construction of the ITF then can be divided into two

phases: Phase I consisting of the ion source, extraction

column (50 kV, 750 mA), analyzing magnet, vacuum system and

associated power supplies. In-Phase II, this preaccelerator

system would be installed in a high voltage dome and main

accelerating columns would be tested up to full current

(500 mA) and at voltages up to 250 kV.

Detailed design of the components for the pre-

accelerator system is presently underway. An air-conditioned

enclosure to house the preaccelerator module, including the

high-voltage power supply is also being designed. The high-

voltage power supply (50 kV - 750 mA, 60 kV - 10 mA), the
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ion source power supplies (250 V - 40 A arc supply, two

150 V - 5 A coil supplies and a 7.5 V - 60 A filament

supply) and the vacuum pumps have been ordered. Pumps for

the deionized water cooling system are on hand.

6.2.2 Ion Source Development

M.R. Shubaly

Development of high-current dc ion sources

suitable for an accelerator breeder is continuing.

Modifications to source geometry have allowed operation at

the design current (195 mA) with the three-aperture source

and at 430 mA (95% of design current) with the seven aperture

source. Further modifications to the source to improve

stability at high arc current are underway.

a) Ion Source Test Stand

Installation of a 250 V, 20 A arc supply early in

the quarter allowed much improved operation of the ion

source. However, operation at higher beam current has led

to increased damage from spark-induced transients. At

higher currents, sparks tend to occur more frequently and

appear to generate more powerful transients. Damage to the

filament power supply caused a three week delay. Poor

current regulation by the coil power supply seen in recent

operation was traced to high-frequency noise generated by

the ion source feeding back to the coil regulator. Addition

of a ferrite ring on the coil leads to improved operation and

also reduces the severity of damage from spark-induced

transients. Spark damage led to the failure of the suppressor

power supply. A well-regulated supply with higher voltage

and current ratings has been installed. The reduced ripple

on this supply has improved beam optics slightly.

Because of the small diameter of the beam from

this source at currents above ^ 13U mA the power density

handling capability of the Emittance Measuring Unit (EMU) beam
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dump is exceeded. A new beam dump with a higher power

density limit is being fabricated.

b) High-Current Ion Sources

Development of the duoPIGatron source continues.

The problem of poor plasma uniformity across the extraction

aperture (PR-P-117, 6.2.1 b); AECL-6177) has been solved.

Modifications to the nose of the intermediate electrode and

to the anode, and an increased spacing between these

electrodes has product a uniform plasma over the extraction

region. The additior. of a small molybdenum "button" in the

intermediate electrode aperture has improved the operating

range of the source.

A spark-free run of four hours (terminated manually)

with 195 mA from a three-aperture source has been achieved.

Arc current was 15 A, coil current 0.9 A and gas flow ^ 15 cm /min

at atmospheric pressure. With a seven-aperture source a sparV-

free run of four hours (terminated manually) at 320 mA was

achieved. Arc current was 12 A, coil current 0.8 A and gas

flow T* 20 cm /min. With the seven-aperture source, currents

of 430 mA were achieved but source operation was not stable

enough for long runs. Efforts to improve the source stability

are underway.

Measurements of beam emittance and proton percentage

at high current are precluded by the EMU beam dump limitation

mentioned above. For the three-aperture source, measured

proton percentages were 21% at li5 mA and 47% at 150 mA.

Visual observation of the beam at a point i* 40 cm downstream

frocz the plasma aperture is the only diagnostic available at

present. The beam from the three-aperture source, viewed

normal to the plane of the aperture, is about 3 cm wide

(only slightly wider than the beam from the single aperture)

and is well defined. Separate beamlets can be discerned.

The seven-aperture beam, at 320 mA, is also about 3 cm wide

but no fine structure can be seen.
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Magnetic field mapping on the MATS-type reflex-arc

source indicated that, for typical operating conditions, the

field distribution was far from optimum. A redesign of the

source is underway.

Material sputtered from the EMU beam dump, and

the Faraday cup caused some shorting of the insulator between

the accel and decel electrodes in the extraction column. An

insert for the decel electrode is being fabricated to improve

shielding of the insulator. Inspection of the extraction

electrodes shows very little melting or erosion.

6.2.3 High Current Test Facility

B.G. Chidley

The 3 MeV 100% duty factor proton linear accelerator

will be used to study problems associated with the low energy

portion of an accelerator for an accelerator breeder.

a) Injector

J. Ungrin

Low intensity beams (up to 2.5 mA) were transported

through the 90° beam line system to an electrically isolated

beam dump located beyond the position of the buncher and

about 1 metre in front of the Alvarez tank. No problems

were encountered in transporting > 95% of the proton beam

to this dump; however, the beam profile is not yet known at

this point and further measurements are necessary.

Following the beam line experiments the injector

accelerating column was dismantled and the seven-electrode

structure was installed. The reassembled column was

successfully high-voltage conditioned to 780 kV in ^ 8 hours.

Reliability of this electrode structure with beam has not

yet been determined because of power supply problems.

A water leak developed in the stator of the

10 kHz generator that feeds the 750 kV power supply. The

leak has necessitated a complete dismantling of the
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motor-generator assembly. Inspection of the cooling system

on the generator stator and of the stator winding has revealed

additional problems and an entire rebuilding of the generator

may be necessary.

Machining of the electrodes for the 2.1 MV/r.i

column has begun. A seven-electrode structure will be used

for this column.

New isolation transformers with electrostatic

screens were installed on the 550 and 208 volt ac power lines

that supply the injector in an attempt to reduce rf inter-

ference from the injector arcdowns to other experiments in

the building. The effectiveness of this change will not be

known until the generator for the 750 kV supply has been

returned to service.

b) Rf System

J.C. Brown and B.G. Chidley

Construction of the liquid freon cooling system

for the filament-grid cooling channel of the triode amplifier

started at the end of this report period with the installation

of the heat exchanger and fabrication of the large-sized

piping runs. Certification tests on the storage and surge

tanks have been completed. Delays in the computer-aided

design of the printed circuit boards has set back the

completion of the electronic control and instrumentation by

about a month. System commissioning is now expected to start

at the end of August.

Comparative tests were started on the performance

of the lock-in amplifier section of the Alvarez tank

frequency regulator. Tests with a commercial heterodyne

type unit and an in-house version which employs a self

tracking narrow band-pass filter are delayed until a

replacement for the rf oscillator can be obtained. The phase

noise and incidental PM output of the oscillator was found

to be too large to permit correct adjustment of the tank

tracking frequency deviation.
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c) Alvarez Tank

J.C. Brown, B.G. Chidley and J. Ungrin

The two replacement drift tubes were installed and

the system was optically aligned with the exception of the two

end half-drift tubes. During this procedure it was found that

the drift tube's lateral rigidity could be improved by

fixing the innermost stem tube to the support jig with

epoxy. The end plates were welded in place and a vacuum

test established that the end plate seal welds and the new

end plate cooling part seals were leak free. Alignment of

the two end half-drift tubes is in progress. Upon completion

of this, the tank will be rf conditioned using the tetrode

driver stage.

The construction time of the replacement drift

tubes was very long so the possibility was investigated of

building a single spare which could be machined to any

required length in the final operation. The penetration

of the low-temperature final braze is not adequate to allow

this to be done using the present construction technique.

A test piece was constructed in which the cover plate and

central tube were joined to the body by TIG welding. This

weld has sufficient penetration to allow machining, and heating

of the magnet winding can be minimized allowing more choice

of insulation material. This construction technique

appears very promising and would avoid some of the

difficulties with the previous technique.
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6.2.4 Electron Test Accelerator

J. McKeown

Work continues on testing the characteristics of

this two-tank experimental 4 MeV 100% duty factor electron

accelerator intended to study problems associated with the

main portion of an accelerator breeder based on a

proton linear accelerator.

a) Accelerator Operation and Experiments

G.E. McMichael and J. McKeown

Failure of the gun power supply and the modular

power supplies restricted beam operation to a series of

short runs early in the period. However the beam current

was increased to 8 mA before the system shut down on a

sustained vacuum trip. An internal examination of the high-

power beam dump revealed a well-defined hole about 1 mm in

diameter. A beam sweeper magnet at the dump entrance

aperture was used for high power operation but the driving

module failed sometime during the run. To prevent a

recurrence,a trip module has been designed and built to

monitor the coil current and shut the system down when the

magnet fails to sweep the beam.

During this run a measurement was made of the

effects beam loading had on the control system and the

impedance match of the 8=1 structure. Using the accelerating

field as the controlled variable the forward power must

increase when the beam current is increased. As the energy

gain is 2.1 MeV in this structure the top curve of

Fig. 6.2.4.1 shows that the incremental forward power of

16.8 vw has been converted to beam power without additional

structure losses. The lower curve of Fig. 6.2.4.1 shows the

variation of the voltage standing wave ratio as the beam

current is increased. The iris size was cut during manu-

facture to give almost critical coupling and the minimum at
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Fig. 6.2.4.1 Variation of forward power and voltage standing
wave ratio in the transmission line with
accelerated beam current in the B=l structure.

zero current in the curve confirms the low power measurements.

The resistive loading effects of the beam make the structure

progressively undercoupled so that at 8 mA approximately one

kw of power is reflected back to the klystron.

The high conversion efficiency from electrical power

to beam power of the Electron Test Accelerator makes this type

of accelerator a likely choice as a radiation source. The

radiation treatment of waste water has been proposed as an

alternative to chemical methods now in use (see P. Fowler,

J. Walker, L.G. Earwaker, Journal of Bri. Nucl. Energy Soc.

(1977) April, No. 2, 133-142) . Neutron activation of trace

elements in the target arising from electro-disintegration of
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the deuteron is expected to be much smaller than for photo-

disintegration of the deuteron. A theoretical study was

carried out on the neutron yield from the D(y,n)H reaction for

various target materials and target geometries, the D(e,n)H

reaction being neglected. The complete results, which are

documented in an internal report, show that the upper limit

of our present operation where a copper target is surrounded

by light water yields 1.3 x 106 n/mA at 4 KeV.

b) System Modification and Development

G.E. McMichael and J. McKeown

The signals from rf field probes in the accelerating

cells have been redistributed to reduce interactions between

the control and monitoring systems.

The maximum attenuations of the pin attenuators

used in the amplitude control loops of the two structures

have degraded from 35 dB to 25 dB for one and 15 dB for the

other. The latter one has been replaced and returned to the

manufacturers for repairs.

The graded-3 structure lock-in amplifier, an

integral part of the resonance control system, failed during

normal operation, and the spare unit was subsequently damaged

by a gun arc. One unit has been returned to the manufacturer

for repair; repairs on the other are being attempted in-house.

An evaluation of rf oscillators was made to find

an acceptable spare for our master oscillator which is ten

years old and no longer manufactured. Quotations have been

requested for a high stability crystal-controlled oscillator

with minimal capabilities for frequency modulations.

Repairs to the 100 kilovolt gun supply have

improved the load regulation from 0.4 kV/mA to an acceptable

0.01 kV/mA. The repaired ac line regulating transformer

failed after two weeks of operation and a replacement is

being sought.

Problems have been encountered with the Honeywell

Series 2C self-energizing pushbutton switches. Several times
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recently, switches have failed to release when the coil

power is removed. Approximately 60 of these switches are

used in the machine-protect interlock system and some have

been in service for up to seven years. High reliability of

this system is essential to prevent extensive machine damage

and complete replacement may be necessary.

A computer program was written to calculate the

magnetic field of the air-core steering magnets as a guide to

interpreting the response of the resonant beam position

monitor (see PR-P-116, 6.2.3 a); AECL-6083).

Work continues on the module to extract the beam

position from signals excited in the bimodal resonant cavity.

The amplitude of the signals is proportional to the displace-

ment from the centre provided they are normalized to a constant

beam current. The normalization is done by dividing the X

and Y signals by the beam dump current- The quadrant can

only be identified by detecting the 180° phase change as the

beam crosses the boundaries between quadrants. Bench tests

have shown that this can be done by mixing the cavity signal

with the third harmonic of the master oscillator in a double

balanced mixer.

c) High Power Pancake-Coupled Structure

J. McKeown

The difficulties in tuning the couplers were

resolved by reducing the size of the slots' and the diameter

of the coupling cavity. The complete aluminum model was

tuned and the design aim of a first neighbour coupling

constant greater than 10% was achieved.

An interesting discovery was made during the

experiments in which the coupling slot size was adjusted.

When a four-parameter fit was made to the nine normal modes

excited in the TMQ10 electromagnetic mode, the second-neighbour

coupling between accelerating cells was not affected by changes
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in slot size. This prompted an experiment in which alternate

segments were rotated to produce some overlap between adjacent

slots. For a rotation of 90° the coupling-cell frequency

changed by 13.5% while the accelerating frequency changed by

only 0.2%. The coupling constant changed from 10.2% to 10.9%

but throughout the full rotation from zero overlap to full

overlap the second-neighbour coupling remained at less than 1%.

This means that the accelerator frequency is almost independent

of rotation.

The importance of this result is in the effect that

segment rotation has on the practical aspects of structure

tuning. The designer may choose the first neighbour coupling

constant to give the appropriate power flow and make sure

that adjoining modes do not overlap. When the accelerating

cells have been machined to the accelerator frequency the

segments are stacked. All subsequent tuning to minimize the

cell-to-cell variation in accelerating cell field can then

be done by rotation of alternate segments. The tedious

procedure of machining the coupling cells to change their

resonant frequency is therefore eliminated.

The copper segment designed to establish fabrication

procedures has been machined. Experiments to measure the

pressure drop for two values of radial and circumferential

flow yielded results which will be used in the design of the

structure cooling circuits. Brazing of the coolant channel

plates will begin shortly.

d) Computer Data Acquisition and Control

G.E. McMichael and J. McKeown

A program for temperature control of both

accelerating structures has been modified and the new version

installed. This program provides for two modes of operation;

constant temperature for start-up of the structures, and

temperature control to maintain constant frequency during

normal operation.
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The transport control program has been modified so

that the other control setpoints can be adjusted from the

beam transport control multiplexor module.

The low frequency spectrum analyzer available on

the computer using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) software

has been split into two separate tasks. The data gathering

task is given high priority as the data must be read at

regular intervals. The calculations necessary to transform

the data into the frequency domain is very demanding of

processor time and hence is carried out by a separate task

at low priority.

6.2.5 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

B.D. Pate, I.M. Thorson, F.M. Kiely and H. Blok (Simon Fraser

University) with J.S. Fraser and P.M. Garvey (Reactor Physics

Branch)

This work is intended to provide experimental

measurements of neutron and fissile material production in

spallation targets for an accelerator breeder and to provide a

verified base for calculations of yields.

. A close collaboration has been established with

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) where a parallel

program will extend measurements to 800 MeV incident energy

protons.

a) Neutron Leakage Measurements

Most of the effort during this period was expended

on refining the data analysis procedure used for the water

bath neutron leakage measurements and on a continuing, critical

re-examination of all of the water bath experimental data.

The most significant changes in the analysis procedure were:

1) a correction to the code used in estimating the

Westcott r values from tha cadmium ratio data,

2) re-estimation of the thicknesses of the aluminum

foils used to monitor the incident proton beam charge,
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3) assignment of extrapolation flux values at the

water tank boundary that followed the trends seen

in the experimental data, and

4) revisions in the two-dimensional interpolation

procedure for estimating flux values from the spline

fits to the data in the region of r and z covered by

experimental points.

The various computer codes used to produce the flux values

from the experimental data were checked by hand calculation.

The codes for interpolating the experimental data and per-

forming the integration to estimate the neutron sink rate in

the water were checked by replacing the experimental data by

analytically integrable flux distributions. For flux shapes

approximating those of the experimental distributions, the

procedures and codes used underestimated the sink rate in

the water by about 1% compared to the analytical results.

b) Direct Conversion Experiments

One irradiation of a 19-element thorium target was

completed during this reporting period. This was the first

irradiation to make use of the automatic y-ray detection

system. The samples were counted continuously for several

weeks. Complete analysis of this run had been postponed

because of the work on the neutron leakage data.

The gamma system efficiency has been measured using

several calibrated sources as well as an uncalibrated Ra

source. The relative intensitie's of the peaks in the radium

spectrum are well known and consequently one can obtain a

relative efficiency curve which covers a fairly large energy

range. This curve can be normalized to obtain an absolute

curve using absolute efficiencies calculated from calibrated

sources of 'co (136.3 keV) and Mn (834.8 keV). This

absolute curve is displayed in Fig. 6.2.5.1.
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Fig. 6.2.5.1 Detection efficiency of the Ge(Li) y-ray

detector obtained from calibrated Co and
54
Hn sources.

c) Threshold Foil Measurements of Neutron Spectra

In the past quarter extensive tests were made of

the feasibility of using threshold foil measurement techniques

for thin target neutron spectrum measurements. Traditionally

these techniques have been used for the shape determination

of neutron spectra in the energy range of from 0 to i 20 MeV.

The prompt cascade neutron flux is, however, expected to peak

at energies ranging from 30 to 60 MeV. To see if threshold

foil techniques can be used even for these higher energies a

literature search was made for neutron excitation functions

in this energy range. Although some useful reactions do

exist ( Co (n,3n), (n,4n) and (n,5n) for example, no detailed
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excitation function data exist in the literature. This is

true in general for reactions with high thresholds because

of the difficulty in obtaining mono-energetic neutron beams

in excess of about 20 MeV.

In recent flux measurements at LAMPF (Nucl. Techn.

33, 103 (1977)), cross sections of some common reactions used

in threshold foil activation techniques were extrapolated to

higher energies as shown in Fig. 6.2.5.2. The effects of

using a similar approach in analyzing cross-section measure-

ments from the neutron flux of a thin target were studied.

A number of neutron spectra shapes were assumed, and for each

of these shapes the cross section for production of, for
197instance, the (n,2n), (n,3n) and (n,4n) products from Au

were calculated and their relative ratios compared. Figure

6.2.5.3 shows two such assumed neutron spectra. Curve A is

the calculated prompt cascade neutron flux from the inter-

action of 500 MeV Drotons with thorium. Also shown in this
v

figure is the relative number of (n,2n), (n,3n) and (n,4n)
product nuclei formed in the interaction of the neutrons with
197

Au. Considering the difference in these two neutron spectra,

the differences between the various (n,xn) production cross

sections is very small indeed.

Fission cross sections are also commonly used inthis type of measurement. The fission cross sections for
232

and Th, for example, are usually also extrapolated linearly

from around 30 MeV to all higher, incident neutron energies.

However the fission cross section at this energy is at a

maximum, and the effects of high energy tailing in the neutron

spectra is even more significant in that case.

Without accurate excitation function data for some

high threshold (̂  40 MeV) neutron induced reactions, it is

not possible, therefore, to do useful shape determinations of

neutron spectra that have a significant amount of tailing

beyond 40 MeV. Measurement of neutron spectra from the
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interaction of 500 MeV protons with a thin target is not

possible at present and efforts in this direction have been

halted.

To check the feasibility of using this technique

for thick target configurations, a test run was made. In two

positions on the outside of the can a packet of Th, Au and Co

foils was attached. The object was to ascertain that none or

only an insignificant amount of high energy neutrons could be

detected relative to neutrons with energies less than 30 MeV.

The foils from this run are still being counted. However,

so far no product has been detected with a threshold higher

than 20 MeV although a large amount of (n,y) products can be

seen. The data when fully analyzed will then be used to test

the analysis program SPECTRA.

d) Cascade-Evaporation Calculations

All calculations on the prompt interaction' using

the ISOBAR code were completed in this quarter. In addition

to the target elements listed in Table 6.2.4.2 of the previous

progress report (PR-P-117, 6.2.4; AECL-6177) calculations were

done for- a carbon target.

Evaporation-fission competition calculations have

not yet been started on a large scale. A recent copy of

JULIAN (April 1978), which includes a fission width, was

obtained, from M. Hillman at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

This code has provisions for 'VEGAS type input'. VEGAS out-

put is essentially identical to" ISOBAR output. Adaption of

the code to the IBM 370 system is now essentially complete.

After testing the program and further clarification of the

required output from this code, full-scale running can begin.

e) Apparatus

The double-length target can to be used for neutron

leakage measurements on target assemblies with carbon and
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aluminum central elements has been received. In addition,

a new re-entrant beam tube to accommodate this target can

has been constructed in the SPU machine shop.

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source

J.D. Hepburn and B.G. Chidley

Commissioning of the 4 x 10 n/s neutron source

continued in Bldg. 513. Design calls for a 300 keV, 25 mA

D beam incident on a Ti r. , target to give this source

strength.

In this quarter, deuteron beams were accelerated

onto the tritiated target. The highest neutron output was

estimated (from iron foil activation) to be 3.5 x 10 n/s

using a 2.5 mA 250 keV D beam. This output is close to that

calculated from the beam parameters. Beams above 3.0 mA

caused rapid loss of tritium from the target surface. This

behaviour is consistent with local overheating of the Ti T, ~

layer. The overheating problem was not expected, because the

target cooling design is close to that used on the Rotating

Target Neutron Source (RTNS) at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,

and the FINS beam power density was no higher than that used

routinely at RTNS.

Following the d-T trials, further experiments using

proton beams and a bare copper target were done. The target

design was completely reviewed, and discussions were held with

the target supplier (Isotopes Division of Oak Ridge National

Laboratories) and designers of the RTNS targets. It has been

concluded that, for this particular target, the overheating

of the target surface may have been caused by either excessive

peak beam power density, or poor thermal contact between the

Ti T. , layer and the copper backing. The latter effect could

arise from problems in the target preparation process or inter-

actions between the Ti layer and the copper alloy backing.
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Some (< 5%) of the RTNS targets, also prepared by ORNL, fail

in a similar fashion, for reasons which are not understood.

The Mark I and Mark II accelerating columns were

not reliable for large diameter or high current beams, so the

beam optics devices were adjusted to keep the beam small and

maximize the current on target. This set-up was used, with

the Mark III column, for the d-T tests; peak beam power
2

densities approached 10 kW/cm . This should not have caused

target problems but apparently our tritiated target has a

lower-than-normal temperature threshold for stable operation.

Accordingly, steps to reduce the beam power density by

increasing beam size have been taken. These include: removal

of focusing shims on the analyzing magnet, use of the dynamic

beam stabilizer, incorporation of an electron sweeper (which

allows use of space charge forces to increase beam diameter),

and installation of a larger plasma aperture in the ion source.

Tests of the tritiated target will recommence shortly.

The larger plasma aperture, which can be success-

fully operated in the Mark III column, has allowed acceleration

of up to 40 mA total beam ('v 25 nA H ) at 300 kV, which meets

the original design specifications. While life tests have

not been carried out, reliability for H beams greater than

20 mA is acceptable.

A discussion of experience gained in handling the

tritiated target and coping with neutron activation appears

in the Biology Division Progress Report (PR-P-118, 2.2.7;

AECL-6222).

Filament poisoning observed during the last quarter

has not recurred since an air-to-vacuum leak was discovered

and repaired. The leak was not large enough to affect the

base pressure of the vacuum system, but was found during

extensive leak checking. Solution of the filament problem

removed the necessity for experiments on using different

insulating gas mixtures in the accelerator pressure vessel
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and high voltage cable (see PR-P-117, 6.3.1; AECL-6177).

However the lucite pressure window separating these two

gas volumes has been retained because it assists in main-

taining high purity SF, in the cable, where electric

stresses are the highest.

6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.H. Ormrod

Design and development of a superconducting

cyclotron for a post-tandem accelerator continues. The full-

scale model has been assembled and is being cooled in

preparation for current run-up and field measurements.

a) Code Development

E.A. Heighway

A program EFGEN has been written to allow compari-

son of the measured field data with the field calculations.

Output is in the form of tables of the fields and differences

and/or tables of fourth harmonic content and/or contour plots

of the fields and their differences.

b) Cryogenic Systems

J.A. Hulbert, L.F. Birney, E.A. Heighway, J.J. Hill,

C.R. Hoffmann and J.H. Ormrod

(i) Assembly of the Cryostat

The delivery of the cryostat vacuum tank was delayed

two weeks beyond the scheduled date while the manufacturer

corrected tool chatter in the main O-ring seal grooves. The

grooves, with satisfactory finish, ended up slightly oversize

so that the top plate seal rings were not positively retained.

This complicated the tank assembly but the assembled seals

functioned well.

Assembly of the completed helium tanks with the

remainder of the cryostat began in the week of April 17th with
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assistance from Mechanical Services Branch tradesmen.

Super-insulation (Dimplar) was applied both inside and outside

the radiation shield filling the available space. This gave

2-3 double layers on the inner (concave) surfaces and 7-9

double layers on the outer and end surfaces. All seams in

the un-dimpled layers were sealed with aluminized Mylar tape.

The small clearances between the helium can, shield

and vacuum tank on the inner diameter, imposed by extraction

field requirements, caused some complication in the assembly

process, but special tools fabricated expeditiously by

Building 412 Machine Shop and Building 145 Mechanical

Laboratory overcame all the problems.

Vacuum tests were carried out at each subassembly

stage and leaking joints detected were reworked and corrected

before proceeding. Two helium can tower assemblies had to be

removed and replaced after welding in, one because of an

accidental puncture in a metal bellows and the other due to

an assembly error. The only detected weld leak was, at the

leak detector limit, in a commercial bellows. No replacement

was readily available for this bellows and the leak was

successfully sealed using an anaerobic sealant.

The vacuum tank has eight radial tube bushings.

The tubes that fit onto these bushings extend through 100 mm

diameter holes for the coil bracing in the yoke wall. These

bushings had been fitted at an angle between pairs of 59°

rather than the specified 60". Overcoming this discrepancy

involved grinding some yoke holes to give clearance and in a

minor redesign of the bracing screw housings to provide

automatic alignment of the titanium tensioning rods.

No other problems were found in aligning the

cryostat in the yoke, using the centring screws fitted in the

yoke, and the upper yoke ring slipped on with adequate but

very small clearances.
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All elements of the coil suspension were fitted

with strain gauges to check the load sharing and measure coil

forces when the magnet is turned on. Although the twelve

coil weight-carrying elements had been 'tuned' for equal load

carrying during assembly, it was found that when the coil

suspension was transferred to the yoke ring from the cryostat

top, and the strain gauges were brought into play, the individual

loadings ranged from 50% to 200% of the desired equal sharing

condition. Corrections will be made before turning on the

magnet.

(ii) Magnet Cooldown

J.A. Hulbert, L.F. Birney, K.A. Dobbs, E.A. Heighway,

C.R. Hoffmann, J.H. Ormrod and H.R. Schneider

Magnet cooldown is proceeding, with anticipated

teething problems being tackled and corrected as progress is

made. The whole coil has been cooled below the superconducting

transition temperature of the winding (8-9 K) and the liquid

helium level brought up well over the midplane bridge section

of the helium vessel. Cooldown had to be stopped on the

afternoon of June 12th, at this stage, because of a number of

synergistic factors. Firstly, a failure of an Ontario Hydro

switch during a severe thunderstorm left the liquefier without

power for 40 minutes. Secondly, accumulation of air impurity

in the liquefier heat exchange over the cooldown period moved

during power failure so that a developing impairment of

liquefier performance became a complete blockage. Thirdly,

there was a coincident air leak into the cryostat vacuum from

the seal round the radiation shield thermocouple leads,

probably due to temperature cycling of the seal, which is

close to the cooled magnet leads.

While the vacuum leak is corrected and the liquefier

decontaminated there will inevitably be a minor warm-up of the

magnet coil but the filling of the cryostat with subsequent
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completion of preliminary magnetic field measurements is still

expected by the end of the report period.

During the cooldown, it has been demonstrated that

the heat leak into the cryostat, with liquid helium present,

is of the order of 7 watts, that there are no detectable

helium leaks into the thermal insulating vacuum, and that
-4

this vacuum can be maintained at better than 7 x 10 Pa.

For liquid transfers from bulk storage the transfer efficiency

has reached 73%. Due to displacement of cold gas the maximum

possible efficiency at 4.4 K is 83%. The difference is

probably reasonable for transfer into a coil initially at

7-8 K with the large number of gas-filled channels it contains.

The 8 m long transfer tubes (four in all) appear to be

adequately designed for their purpose.

c) Magnet

(i) Field Calculations

E.A. Heighway

In preparation for mapping, 360° field maps have

been constructed which attempt to include the effects of the

missing trim rods in the magnet poles as well as all the yoke

midplane penetrations. As many significant details as

possible (e.g. O-ring grooves and seats, chamfers, bolt

holes, etc.) have been included. Maps for two saturation

magnetizations (u M = 2.08 T and 2.14 T) are available.

(ii) Cyclotron Yoke

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

The steel yoke of the cyclotron is complete and has

been fully assembled for the first magnetic tests. An align-

ment problem due probably to a recording error of optical

readings has left some doubt about the alignment of the hills.

They were finally aligned by passing trim rods across the mid-

plane and if the recording error is the expected 250 pm the

alignment should be within 75 jjm at the targets.
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The 24 trim rods have been locked in position flush

with the midplane face and their axial positions recorded.

A potentiometer gap monitor has been calibrated and put in

position to measure midplane gap changes due to magnetic load.

Prior to installation, the hill assemblies were

dimensionally inspected and the 2nd or upper assembly was

found to have been poorly finished', a note has been sent to

the manufacturer indicating that some repair may be required.

The problem of vibration of the long jack screws

has been essentially eliminated by the additional weight of

the 3 tonne hill assembly. The planned application of a

thermosetting MoS. lubricant will be delayed until the screws

can be removed for treatment in an oven.

(iii) Superconducting Coils

H.R. Schneider

Coil Assembly

Assembly of the coil including welding of the helium

can around it, was completed at the beginning of April 1978.

Coil Instrumentation

During final coil assembly thermocouples and voltage

taps were attached to the coil.

There are nineteen copper-constantan thermocouples

distributed around the coil. These are used during cooldown

to monitor the coil temperature and temperature gradients.

A 24-channel point plotter is used for the thermocouple readout.

Voltage taps are attached to the coil at each solder

connection between pancake windings. There are a total of 36

such taps. During magnet operation the voltages at these taps

will be monitored to detect any resistance (loss of super-

conductivity) in the coil. To compensate for inductive

voltages, the pancake windings will be monitored in pairs.

A microprocessor-based voltage tap scanner and

readout has been designed and built by Plant Design.
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During the first cooldown of the magnet it was

found that the voltage taps provided a very useful means for

monitoring the coil temperature, particularly below 100 K

where the thermocouples are no longer sensitive. By passing

a small current 0.5 A - 2 A through the coil and measuring

the voltage between voltage tap pairs, the temperature of

the corresponding pancake winding can be determined from the

known temperature dependence of the resistivity of copper.

Because the pancake windings are thermally isolated by the

fiberglass radial spacers, a good measure of the axial

temperature profile through the coil can be made.

A knowledge of the coil temperatures has proved

valuable in optimizing the refrigerator settings.

(iv) Displacement Transducers

C.R.J. Hoffmann

Electronic instrumentation to monitor the displace-

ment transducers (see PR-P-116; AECL-6083) has been designed,

assembled and commissioned. Changes in the height of

Belleville springa are displayed for each of six transducers.

(BelleviLle springs provide axial loading of the magnet

pancake.)

(v) Magnet Power Supply

C.R.J. Hoffmann and H.R. Schneider

The dual dc power supply (see PR-P-116; AECL-6083)

has been received, installed and .operated into a resistive

load for preliminary tests. This supply can be operated

manually or can be interfaced with two input gate, output

register (IGOR) modules for computer-controlled operation.

A dc bus bar and switch gear system which connects

the power supply to the cyclotron magnet has been installed

and commissioned.
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(vi) Dump Resistor

As is usual with all large superconducting magnets,

a dump resistor is permanently connected across the coil to

dissipate the stored energy and limit the coil voltage when

the magnet is discharged. Since the coil is split into

two separate coil pairs (an inner and outer pair), two dump

resistors are required. These consist of two assemblies

of four slotted 1.59 mm (1/16") stainless steel plates

connected in parallel and immersed in a tank containing 200

litres of water.

The stainless steel assemblies have, in addition

to the 20 mfi dump resistor, a smaller section with a resistance

of 4 mfl. The two 4 mfi resistors can be switched in series

with the coil and the power supply diodes to effect a slow

discharge of the magnet.

The dump resistor assembly was successfully tested

up to the full operating current of 2300 A, before being

installed in the magnet switch gear cabinet.

(vii). Field Measurements

J.H. Ormrod and J.J. Hill

The forty flip coils have been calibrated. The

procedure for measuring the field reduces integrator drift

errors to- the order of 10 uV. The field measuring apparatus

has been completely assembled and installed in the cyclotron.

The MUMTI programming for the field measurements has been

written and tested.

Initially, only one quadrant of the field will be

measured because the magnet gap is temporarily obstructed by

the apparatus used to measure the magnet gap closure during

current run-up. This quadrant has been mapped for a 2 A

coil current and the results are in agreement with simple

reluctance calculations.
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A 20-turn coil has been wrapped around the skirt

of the lower pole to measure short-term field fluctuations.

Longer-term fluctuations will be measured with the flip coils.

d) Accelerating Structure

C.B. Bigham .

The 100 JcW rf amplifier has been installed in

Building 467 and commissioned by the supplier.

The full-sized high power rf model constructed in

CRNL shops has been installed in Building 467. Initial

"cold tests" showed that the required tuning range, 31-62 MHz,

is obtainable and that the Q (quality factor) is higher than

predicted from the 1/10 scale modelling.

Cooling connections, vacuum manifold and rf line

(from the 100 kW amplifier) have been added and power testing

started. Some vacuum leaks remain to be repaired but tests -

to about 1/4 of nominal 100 kV - have been made with SF, in
o

the structure for voltage insulation.

A test model of a "low-energy" 2nd harmonic buncher

has been designed and detailed.
e) Injection

(i) Foil Changer

D.L. Beaulieu (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

A system which is independent of the magazine has

been designed for spring loading the foil stack. This system

simplifies changing of magazines.'

A rotary motion drive using bellows will be used to

drive the foil transport chain and injector arm. This

replaces the original choice of a ferrofluidic seal which

failed in a magnetic field.
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f) Extraction

C.R.J. Hoffmann

Mechanical design of two radial focusing lenses is

complete. These lenses use magnetically saturated iron to

generate radial focusing gradients in the cyclotron axial

magnetic field. They are located in a hill immediately

following the electrostatic deflector system and are

supported from the cryostat wall.

g) Diagnostics

The slab line fast Faraday cup has been modified

to operate unter.ninated. Parts have been machined for a non-

intercepting version. Beam time on ETA has been unavailable

to test either modification.

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine shop

and furnaces in Bldg. 145 and carries out mechanical construc-

tion, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing for the Accelerator

Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch.

Total laboratory time breakdown in the quarter is

as follows:

Accelerator Physics Branch - 99.5%

Reactor Physics Branch - 0.5%

6.4.1 Ion Source Development

Two plasma aperture plates were fabricated for the

duoPIGatron source.

6.4.2 High Current Test Facility

Several electrodes of the injector column were

modified and additional stress relieving rings were added.

Additional machining was required to fit several new electrodes.
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Modifications were made to a section of the

injector beam line and an insulated beam dump was manufactured.

A new drift tube alignment jig was manufactured for

the Alvarez tank and modifications were made to a spare drift

tube assembly to test new welding techniques.

6.4.3 Electron Test Accelerator

The aluminum model of the Model 5 structure was

tuned and redowelled and the prototype-half cell "5B" was

fabricated and is now being hydraulically tested and the

data recorded.

A new momentum analyzer vacuum chamber was con-

structed and brazed. The 4 MeV high-power Faraday cup was

repaired after losing vacuum due to a beam concentration in

one spot and a subsequent burn through into the cooling

channel.

6.4.4 Fast Intense Neutron Source

Most of the components fabricated for the FINS

experiment were for new ion optics control devices and the

associated beam line changes. These included: stabilizing

magnet yoke, electron sweeping device, and two high-vacuum

valve adapter flanges (one with a water-cooled beam aperture).

Two plasma aperture plates and twenty gas line gaskets were

made for ion sources. Smaller jobs including modifying a

high voltage cable window and cleaning and baking a target

drum.

6.4.5 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

Assistance in stacking and gluing of the pancake

windings was completed together with the fabrication of

various small pieces of associated hardware.

The major part of the laboratory's workload centred

around the assembly of the cryostat for the superconducting

cyclotron.
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Completion of the three magnet lead assemblies,

teflon magnet lead insulators, gas thermometer bulbs,

blanking plugs for leak checking, cold line details ana

radial bracing modifications are just a few of the many

support jobs the laboratory carried out.

Two sliding shorts were repaired and modified for

the rf system, the components for the 1st harmonic field

measuring apparatus were fabricated together with components

for aligning the injector dipole.

A mid-plane deflection gauge was constructed, a

beam phase probe manufactured and several electrical com-

ponents were fabricated for the power supplies.

6.4.6 Reactor Physics

Several small components for flux distribution

experiments were constructed.
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